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PREFACE
The highzr standard of living enjoyed today by Illinois' citizens has resulted
IN an increased amount of leisure time to pursue outdoor recreation. There has been
an increased interest in boating^ sailing, canoeing_, water-skiing, fishing, skin
DIVING, and other WATER ASSOCIATED SPORTS. DEMANDS BY INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE AND
urban EXPANSION HAVE ALSO PLACED HEAVY BURDENS ON SURFACE WATERS. IT IS TIME TO
TAKE STOCK OF OUR EXISTING AND POTENTIAL RESOURCES AND PROBLEMS TO PLAN FOR THE
FUTURE.
A COUNTY WATER RESOURCE REPORT, SUCH AS THIS ONE, IS AN ATTEMPT BY THE DIVISION
OF Fisheries of the Illinois Department of Conservation to summarize data on the more
IMPORTANT existing WATER RESOURCES AND THEIR RECREATIONAL VALUE. Wl TH THIS DATA
available, A METHOD TO APPORTION USAGE OF WATER IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE PUBLIC
CAN DETERMINED TOGETHER WITH THE POTENTIAL NEEDS.
I This inventory is an extensive survey of the surface water resources and re-
lated ITEMS IN Franklin County. Emphasis has been placed on the areas of greatest
USE and recreational value. The information provided in this report has BEEN ob-
tained FROM past records ON FILE IN THE ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION, OTHER
CONSERVATION AGENCIES, AND DATA COLLECTED BY FISHERY BIOLOGISTS AND FISH CONSER-
VATION AGENTS.
P In 19^^; WITH THE PUBLICATION OF "ILLINOIS SURFACE V/aTER INVENTORY", THE
Division of Fisheries provided the state with the first statistical summary of sur-
face WATER resources. Th I S WAS A COMPILATION OF WATERS IN EACH COUNTY WITH NO
EVALUATION AS TO THEIR USE. IN ORDER TO HAVE MORE COMPLETE DATA AVAILABLE FOR
PLANNING, THE DIVISION OF FISHERIES INAUGURATED A PROGRAM IN 19^6 WHEREBY DETAILED
WATER RESOURCE REPORTS WERE TO BE PREPARED FOR EACH OF THE 102 COUNTIES IN ILLINOIS.
These reports should assist in long-range planning and development of the
STATES water RESOURCES TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE FUTURE.
a. c. lopinot
Chief Fisheries Biologist
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ABSTRACT
Franklin County, located in southern Illinois about 8o miles southeast of
St. Louis, Missouri, was covered by the Illinoian glacier about 15^000 years ago.
Topography is characterized by relatively low relief with upland prairies and broad
alluviated valleys along the larger streams, a relatively complete drainage system
exists and most streams have broad terraced valleys and low gradients. Natural drain-
age is good throughout the upland areas but the larger valley bottoms are poorly drain-
ed. Both oil and coal are produced in the county; the latter from underground mines.
The climate is continental with a growing season of about 190 days, a temperature
range of about 100° Fahrenheit, and an annual rainfall of about 41 inches.
There are 16 public and organizational lakes of 6.0 surface acres or more with a
combined total of 9>~^28.8 ACRES, Ten of these are open to public "FiSHING. Ih AO-
cirion there are approximately 1^500 privately owned lakes and ponds comprising about
900 acres of water. two fee fishing areas are in the county; each offering a variety
of fishes including largemouth bass, bluegill and channel catfish.
Rend Lake is the largest impoundment, providing a variety of water oriented rec-
reational ACTIVITIES, It has developed into an excellent fishing lake with LARGEMOUTH
bass, CRAPPIE and BLUEGILL BEING THE PRINCIPAL SPECIES. !n ADDITION, CHANNEL CATFISH,
bullheads, freshwater drum, carp and northern pike add variety to the fishery.
There are four principal streams v-zith a combined length of 75 miles and an area
OF 3''^ ACRES. The Big Muddy is the most important recreational stream_, providing a
significant fishery for channel catfish, CRAPPIE, bullheads, freshwater DRUM, AND
CARP IMMEDIATELY BELOW REND LaKE.
With 3^^529 residents in 197^^ the county ranked 35th in population among the
102 counties of the State. The population is expected to increase to 5|8,C00 dy 2020.
In 1970 THE population density was 87 people per square MILE IN the county which en-
compasses an area of ^3^ SQUARE MILES.
SiLTATIOM and acid mine WASTES ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT SURFACE WATER PROBLEMS.
The USE of pesticides, the long range effects of which are imperfectly UNDERSTOOD,
ALSO POSES AN ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM.
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GENERAL SETTING OF THE SURFACE WATERS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY
Franklin County is located in southern Illinois about 8o miles southeast of
St. Louis^ Missouri. The county was established on January 2, l8l8 and named
AFTER Benjamin Franklin (Barrett, 195-)- Benton is the county seat.
The county is made up of 10 complete townships and parts of 2 others. It
measures t8 miles north to south and zh MILES east to west. It is bordered on
THE north by Jefferson County, on the south by Williamson County, on the east by
Hamilton and Saline counties^ and on the west by Jackson and Perry counties.
Of Illinois' 102 counties, it ranks 67TH in area (the same as Schuyler
County) with square miles, and 35th in population in 197'-' when there were
38,329 residents (Illinois Coop. Ext. Service, 1970- The population is 48.1
PERCENT urban (PETERSON, ^^(^() .
Transportation facilities include Interstate Route 57 running north and
south. State Routes 37 running north and south. State Routes 183, 1^9
and 3^- RUNNING east AND WEST, AND AN EXTENSIVE NETWORK OF ALL-WEATHER ROADS. ThE
COUNTY IS ALSO SERVED BY THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL, MISSOURI PACIFIC, CHICAGO BURLINGTON
AND QUIHCY, AND CENTRAL AND EASTERN ILLINOIS RAILROADS.
A WIDE ANNUAL TEMPERATURE OF ABOUT 100 DEGREES OCCURS IN THE COUNTY WITH
MAXIMUMS NEAR 100° F. AND M 1 N I MUMS NEAR ZERO. ANNUAL PRECIPITATION IS ABOUT 40
INCHES PER YEAR. MaY IS NORMALLY THE WETTEST MONTH AND DECEMBER THE DRIEST.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
The topography of Franklin County is rather uniformly rolling with narrow
STREAM valleys AND LOW GRADIENT UPLANDS, TOTAL RELIEF IS APPROXIMATELY 320 FEET.
Maximum elevation reaches about 57*^ feet above mean sea level at a point H miles
northwest of Macedonia in the northeast corner of the county. The lowest elevation
13 about 35'^ feet m.s.l.; the point where the big muddy leaves the county near the
southwest corner.
CL I MATE
Franklin County has the continental climate typical of southern Illinois,
WITH maximums near 100 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT AND M I N I MUMS NEAR ZERO. SUMMERS ARE
WARM. Continuous warm periods can be prolonged, since cold air invasions from
THE north often FAIL TO PENETRATE AS FAR SOUTH AS FrANKLIN CoUNTY.
Temperature data is not recorded at the Benton weather station; at DuQuoin,
IN Perry County, January is normally the coldest month and July the warmest. The
highest temperature recorded was 113 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT AND THE LOWEST -22.
Annual precipitation \\i Franklin County is about 4o.5 inches, ranging from
AN average of 2.59 INCHES IN FEBRUARY (tHE DRIEST MONTh) TO 4.07 INCHES IN MaY
(the WETTEST MONTH )
.
The NEAREST SNOWFALL RECORDING STATION IS AT Mt . VERNON WHERE THE AVERAGE
YEARLY TOTAL IS I3.8 INCHES. |N A 10-YEAR PERIOD BEGINNING IN 195^^ "''^E GREATEST
SNOWFALL WAS 17-7 INCHES IN MARCH OF I96O. ToTAL SNOWFALL FOR THAT YEAR WAS 28.2
INCHES. In 6 OF THE 10 YEARS, NOT ENOUGH SNOW FELL TO BE RECORDED (U. S. DEPT.
OF Commerce, 1964).
-2-
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CLIMTOLOGICAL DATA
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Precipitation records from Senton weather station; other data from
DuQuoin weather station in Perry County.
(U.S. Dept. Comm., 196ii)
The growing season^ based upon the average date of the last freezing
temperature (32° f. or below in the spring and the average date of the first
such temperature occuf^rence in the fall, is approximately 1 9o days in pranklin
County, (Joos, I96C).
GEOLOGY
Although the age of the earth is measured in billions of years, the face of
Illinois. IS relatively young, being only 15^000 years old. During the Ice Age,
most of the state was invaded by huge glaciers that carried ground up hock materials
GOUGED OUT Or BEDROCK TO THE NORTH. Vv'HEN THE LAST OF THE GLACIERS MELTED, ABOUT
15^000 YEARS AGO, THE EARTH LOOKED FAR DIFFERENT FROM THE PRE-GLACIAL LAND. OLD
HILLS AND VALLEYS HAD VANISHED, NEW ONES HAD FORMED AND A LAYER OF UNCONSOLIDATED
ROCK MATERIAL (gLACIAL DRIFt) HAD BEEN BROUGHT IN BY THE GLACIERS AND DEPOSITED
as the ice melted (prye, ]^6'\).
Franklin County was covered by the Illinoian glacier. Ph ys i ograph i c all y,
THE county lies IN THE TiLL PLAINS SECTION OF THE CENTRAL LoWLAND PROVINCE. ThE
Mt. Vernon Hill Country, a sub-division of the Till Plains Section, comprises
THE southern PORTION OF THE IlLINOIAN GLACIER AND IS CHARACTERIZED BY MATURE
topography of LOW RELIEF WITH RESTRICTED UPLAND PRAIRIES AND BROAD ALLUVIATED
VALLEYS ALONG THE LARGER STREAMS. A RELATIVELY COMPLETE DRAINAGE SYSTEM EXISTS
AND MOST STREAMS HAVE BROAD TERRACED VALLEYS AND LOW GRADIENTS. NATURAL DRAINAGE
13 GOOD THROUGHOUT THE UPLAND AREA, BUT THE LARGER VALLEY BOTTOMS ARE POORLY
DRAINED. Extensive aggraded lowlands along the Big Muddy River basin are out-
standing PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES. ThE PRESENT LAND SURFACE IS PRIMARILY BEDROCK
OF LOW RELIEF, BEING ONLY SLIGHTLY MODIFIED BY THE IlLINOIAN DRIFT, WHICH IS THIN
IN THE AREA.
The MINERAL FUELS, COAL AND PETROLEUM, ARE THE LEADING MINERAL PRODUCTS OF
Illinois, making up about 70 percent of the annual value of all minerals p-oduced
in the state. pranklin county is a producer of both oil and coal, the latter being
PRODUCED BY UNDERGROUND MINES (pRYE, l^Ol).
DRAINAGE
Franklin County, except for a small section in the extreme southeastern
corner, drains southwesterly through the big muddy river system.
The Big Muddy itself has recently been impounded a few miles northwest of
Benton to form one of the state's newest and second largest man-made water areas.
Rend Lake. One of the primary functions of the lake is to provide flood control
ALONG the Big Muddy River floodplain. The river drains the central and south-
western part of the county, leaving it about MILE SOUTH OF ROYALTON.
The Middle Fork of the Big Muddy drains the eastern and south central part
CF the county, entering the Big Muddy about 2 miles northeast of Zeigler.
Along most of the western edge of the county, drainage is into the Little
Muddy River which forms a border between Franklin and Perry counties.
With the exception of a few miles of stream near Benton and West Frankfort,
there has been very little alteration of the streams in Franklin County by
straightening and dredging to increase flow.
SOI LS
"Many of the items which assist in the satisfaction of human wants and needs
originate in soils. soil is the medium in which plant life grows, which in turn
13 the food for our domestic livestock,, our wildlife, our waterfowl and directly
OR INDIRECTLY, MAN HIMSELF. |N THE ULTIMATE, SOILS SUSTAIN HUMAN LIFE AND
WELFARE" (Sawyer, 1970). I
i
A NUMBER OF FACTORS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR SOIL DEVELOPMENT.- WORKING IN VARIOUS!
COMBINATIONS, THE FACTORS INCLUDE PARENT MATERIAL, CLIMATE, PLANTS, ANIMALS, '
RELIEF AND TIME. '
The PRINCIPAL PARENT MATERIALS OF FrANKLIN CoUNTY SOILS CONSIST OF ALLUVIUM,
LOESS, AND OUTWASH. ALLUVIAL SOILS ARE SEDIMENTS DEPOSITED BY STREAMS ON THEIR
FLOODPLAINS AND IN pRANKL I N ARE FOUND IN THE BASIN OF i^ENO LAKE. LoESS IS A
3ILTY WIND DEPOSIT OCCURRING IN THE UPLANDS. OUTWASH SOILS WERE DEPOSITED BY
GLACIAL MELTWATERS AND ARE FOUND IN THE COUNTY IN THE BiQ MUDDY RiVER FLOODPLAIN
BELOW Rend Lake.
Climate affects the rate of weathering of parent material. The humid temper-
ate CLIMATE OF THE COUNTY IS CONDUCIVE TO THE BREAKDOWN OF SOIL MINERALS, THE
formation of clay, and the movement of these materials downward in the soil.
The upland soils of the county formed under forest vegetation. Small
BURRowirjG animals, insects, grubs, earthworms, crawfish, fungi, and other
organisms influence soil formation BY adding organic matter and BY helping break
DOWN plant remains.
I.
Relief controls the amount of moisture in the soil by influencing the amount
j
OF runoff, the degree of erosion, AND THE AMOUNT OF WATER INFILTRATING THE SOIL. i
On steep slopes geologic erosion is likely to keep pace with soil development,
I
MAKING them THIN AND WEAKLY DEVELOPED.
j
I
Time becomes a factor in soil development by its relation to the other '
FACTORS. Lime content, permeability, humidity, and relief all exert their
effects in relation to time (V^/ALLACE & FEHRENB ACHER, 19'^9)-
'
!
A REVIEW OF the LEGEND FOLLOWING THE SOIL MAP SHOWS THAT SOIL FERTILITY
j
IS A PROBLEM IN PART OF THE COUNTY (FiGURE k) . A FISH POPULATION, IN TERMS OF
,
pounds of fish produced per surface acre of water, is influenced by soil fertilitl!
Ponds or lakes built in fertile soils have a greater carrying capacity than water '
AREAS constructed IN INFERTILE SOILS.
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FRANKLIN COU^JTY
SOIL m? LEC-Si^ID
F. HoTleton-Cisr-e-Huey Soil Aasociation ; Developed primarily from
loess. Occur on nearly level to moderately sloping uplands. Mod-
erately well-drained to poorly drained. Erosd.on control is needed
on the' more sloping areas and drainage is needed on the nearly level
areas.
Q. Ava-Bluford-Wynoose Soil Association ; Developed primarily from
loess. Occur on nearly level to si,eep uplands. Moderately well-
drained to poorly drained. Fertility, erosion control; and drainage
are the major problems,
R. Grantsburg-Robbs-Wellston Soil Association ; Developed primarily
from loess. Occur on gently sloping to very steep topography.
Fertility and erosion control are the main problems.
V[. Littleton-Proctor-Plano-Camden-Hurst-Ginat Soil Association : Devel-
oped primarily from medium and fine textured outwash. Occur over a
vdde range of slop—from nearly level to very steep—on upland and
stream terrace areas. Problems encountered are drainage, erosion,
and fertility, depending upon the soil t:y'pe.
Z, Law3on-Beaucoup-Dan'n.n-Ha:/TTiond-3elknap Soil Association ; Bottom-
land soils developed primarily from allu^yium and are generally
nearly level to gently sloping; vary in color from light to dark,
in texture from sandy to clayey, and in drainage from poorly drained
to well-drained; fertility, drainage, overflow, and v;eed control
are the principal problems.
-9-

ALPHABETICAL LISTING AND DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR LAKES AND STREAMS
Lakes
Only lakes containing 6.0 or more surface acres are listed individually. In-
formation PRESENTED INCLUDES LOCATION^ CLASSIFICATION OF OWNERSHIP^ SURFACE ACRES,
approximate maximum depth, shoreline length, type of lake, year built, and c0^1ments
on the fish population. numbers in parentheses refer to map locations (plg. 5)'
The distribution of ponds by townships (percent of total number) is presented in
Figure 6.
B & A Fi SH ! NG Club (1 ) ; TyS, R1E, Section 3; Club; Surface Acres = 6.8; Maximum
Depth = 16.0 feet; Shoreline Length = O.7 mile; Constructed = I961.
Located k miles southwest of Christopher, this club lake has had a great deal
of management attention in TnE last 6 YEARS. MoST OF THE MANAGEMENT HAS SEEN IN
THE WAY OF AQUATIC WEED CONTROL. COONTAIL AND WATER PRIMROSE HAVE BEEN THE TWO
MOST TROUBLESOME PLANT SPECIES, AND THEY REQUIRE ATTENTION ALMOST ANNUALLY. EXCES-
SIVE NUMBERS OF SMALL STUNTED BLUEGILLS HAVE LIKEWISE BEEN A NUISANCE. A DRAWDOWN
IN THE FALL OF 197*^ ^^^^ AIMED AT REDUCING SOME OF THEIR NUMBERS. ATTEMPTS AT ERAD-
ICATING THESE SMALL "OAIT STEALERS" WILL HAVE TO BE MADE ON A REGULAR BASIS IN THE
FUTURE
.
The lake is known to contain the following species of fish: largemouth bass,
BLUEGILL, channel CATFISH, BULLHEADS, CRAPPIE, GREEN SUNFISH, AND WARMOUTH.
Beaver Fishing Club (?) ; T/S, R2E, Section 8; Club; Surface Acres = 32.2; Maximum
Depth = 10.0 feet; Shoreline Length = 1
.7 miles; Constructed = 195^*
The Beaver Fishing Club Lake, located approximately 3 miles southeast of
Christopher, is known to contain the following species of fish: bluegill, largemouth
bass, black and white CRAPPIE, WARMOUTH, YELLOW BASS, ORANGESPOTTED SUNFISH, REDEAR
sunfish, longear sunfish, b i gmouth buffalo, smallmouth buffalo, gizzard shad, black-
striped topminnow, bowfin, and gar. lying within the floodplain of the big muddy
River, this lake falls into a category of lakes which are referred to as being
BOTTOM or lowland TYPE LAKES. NEARLY EVERY SPRING \i/HEN THE BiG MUDDY RiVER SWELLS
BEYOND ITS NORMAL WATER CARRYING CAPACITY, IT PUSHES OUT INTO THE ADJACENT LOVI LYING
AREAS AND REPLENISHES THEM WITH THE WATER WHICH THEY THEMSELVES WILL NEED IN ORDER
TO ENDURE THE DRY SEASON AHEAD. DURING FLOODING THESE LOW LYING AREAS EXPERIENCE A
CONSTANT INTERCHANGE OF VYATER, FISH, AND FISH FOOD ORGANISMS. MANAGEMENT, OR ARTI-
FICIAL MANIPULATION OF A LAKE'S FISH POPULATION IN SUCH A WAY SO AS TO BE PRODUCTIVE
OF SPECIFIC TYPES OF FISH, BECOMES A FORMIDABLE TASK WHERE THIS FREE INTERCHANGE
OCCURS ANNUALLY. Th I S IS THE SITUATION THAT EXISTS AT THE BEAVER FiSHING ClUB LAKE.
Records show that for the past 10 years this lake has probably had as much or
MORE management ATTENTION THAN ANY OTHER LAKE IN THE COUNTY. Th I S WORK HAS IN-
CLUDED population samples with THE ELECTRO-SAMPLER, AQUATIC VEGETATION CONTROL,
DEPTH SOUNDir;CS, SUPPLEMENTAL STOCKINGS OF FISH, AND PARTIAL OR SELECTIVE REHABILITA-
T I ONS
.
The lake does not function as a drinking water supply, and so it lends itself
MORE EASILY TO SOUND AND PROVEN MANAGEMENT PRACTICES. ThE ONLY DRAWBACK IN THIS
regard is that the lake is situated in A FLOODPLAIN. CERTAIN MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
ARE AS A CONSEQUENCE EXPECTED TO BE RELATIVELY SHORT-LIVED.
-10-
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Benton Lake (^) ; t6s, R3E, Section 3O; Public; Surface Acres = 67.6;
Maximum Depth
30.0 feet; Shoreline Length = 3.5 miles; Construcied = 1935-
This lake is an artificial impoundment located about 3 miles north of the city
OF Benton. It lies next to an immediately below Lake Hamilton.
Prior to the late summer of 1972 Benton Lake was known to contain the following
species of fish: green sunfish, grass pickerel, golden shiner, yellow
bass, channel
catfish, freshwater drum, carp, yellow bullhead, BALCK CRAPPIE, LARGEMOUTH
BASS,
BLUEGILL, LONGEAR SUNFISH, AND WARMOUTH.
The Illinois Fi sh Di
v
1 s i on supervised a complete rehabilitation of the lake's
FISH POPULATION IN LATE SEPTEMBER OF 1972. CONSIDERED A MAJOR
OPERATION AS FAR AS
fisheries MANAGEMENT IS CONCERNED, SUCH A PROJECT BECAME FEASIBLE AS A RESULT OF THE
CITY OF Benton's joining the Rend Lake cooperative domestic water supply system.
Before eradicating the fish population, about 5OO largemouth bass ranging
in size
FROM 3 INCHES ON UP TO 21.0 INCHES WERE SALVAGED BY MEANS
OF ELECTRO-FISHING GEAR
AND WERE TRANSFERRED TO HAMILTON LAKE.
ROTENONE, A BIODEGRADABLE FISH TOXICANT, WAS APPLIED BY BOAT AND
MIXED THOROUGI
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE LAKE. iN OCTOBER, AFTER THE ROTENONE HAD
DETOXIFIED, 5,700
LARGEMOUTH BASS AND 67,000 REDEAR SUNFISH FINGERLINGS WERE STOCKED.
Lake Benton becomes remarkably clear during the summer months. Underwater
V-GETATION HAS BEEN AND MAY CONTINUE TO BE SOMEWHAT OF A PROBLEM.
UNTIL A GOOD,
EFFECTIVE BIOLOGICAL METHOD OF CONTROL IS DISCOVERED, APPROPRIATE
CHEMICAL SOLUTION
WILL PROBABLY HAVE TO BE USED AS THE NEED ARISES. IN ANY
EVENT, FISHING AT THE LAK
SHOULD BE NOTICEABLY IMPROVED IN THE COMING YEARS.
PRACTICALLY THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF SHORELINE AROUND THE LAKE HAS BEEN
DEVELOPED.
COTTAGES AND CABINS STAND ON NEARLY EACH AND EVERY LOT THAT
CONSTITUTES A PART OF
THE LAKEFRONT, AND ALL BUT A VERY FEW OF THESE DWELLINGS HAVE
A BOATDOCK. BECAUSE
OF THIS, PUBLIC ACCESS IS LIMITED TO SPECIFIC AREAS. A PUBLIC
BOAT RAMP IS LOCATED
AT THE LAKE'S SOUTHERN END ALONG WITH A PUBLIC SWIMMING BEACH
AROUND WHICH HAS BEEN
INSTALLED A PROTECTIVE BARRIER OF WOODEN PILINGS AND CROSS BEAMS,
Bu cKNER City Reservoir jk) ; t6s, R2E, Section 29; Public; Surface
Acres = 16.5;
Maximum Depth = 12.0 feet; Shoreline Length = O.75 mile; Constructed =
19b4.
A local coal mining industry originally designed and used this area
for water
-.TORAGE AS A PART OF THEIR OPERATIONS. IN l^bk IT WAS REDESIGNED
SO THAT IT WOULD
HOLD A LARGER VOLUME OF WATER. MINING FOR COAL STILL
CONTINUES ON A VERY LARGE
SCALE BUT IN A DIFFERENT LOCALE NOW. FOR THE PAST SEVERAL
YEARS THE CITY OF BUCKNE
HAS USED THE LAKE AS A SOURCE OF DRINKING WATER. WaTER
HAS BEEN PUMPED IN FROM THE
Big Muddy River cn occasion to keep the reservoir adequately
filled. This has been
NECESSITATED ONLY DURING PERIODS OF EXTREME DROUGHT. WiTH ReND LAKE
REACHING ITS •
FINAL STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT, AND WITH BUCKNER BEING
SCHEDULED TO DRAW OFF OF IT AS
|
SOURCE OF DOMESTIC WATER, BUCKNER RESERVOIR WILL BECOME
POTENTIALLY MORE MANAGEABLE}
The RESERVOIR IS LOCATED l.^ MILES SOUTHEAST OF THE CITY
OF BuCKNER, AND IT I
KNOWN TO HAVE THE FOLLOWING SPECIES OF FISH: LARGEMOUTH
BASS, BLUEGILL, REDEAR
SUNFISH, AND WARMOUTH.
CHRISTOPHE R New RESERVOIR {^) ; t6s, R1 E, SECTION l6; public;
Surface Acres = 37-8:
M^TTSTdTpth = 23.0 feet; Shoreline Length = 2.2 miles; Constructed = I923.
This is a small artificial impoundment located 1 .5 miles north
and 2 miles we:
-13-
OF THE CITY OF CHRISTOPHER. ITS PRIMARY USAGE IS AS A CITY WATER SUPPLY. ALTHOUGH
A i'.'UMSER OF FISH SAMPLES HAVE BEEN MADE_, LITTLE IN THE WAY OF ACTUAL MANAGEMENT HAS
EVER BEEN UNDERTAKEN BECAUSE OF THE NATURE OF THE IMPOUNDMEMT. ThE SUCCESS WITH
WHICH FISH HAVE SEEN COLLECTED BY MEANS OF THE ELECTRO-FISHING HAS ALWAYS BEEN RATHER
POOR BECAUSE OF THE CLEARNESS OF THE WATER. WEEDS HAVE BEEN A PROBLEM SINCE SUNLIGHT
IS ABLE TO PENETRATE TO THE LAKE'S BOTTOM OVER WIDE AREAS. WiTH THE GRADUAL DEVEL-
OPMENT OF Rend Lake, the management potential here should change noticeably. Bluegil
BLACK CRA?PIE_, LARGEMOUTH BASS, BULLHEADS, YELLOW BASS, CHANNEL CATFISH, WARMOUTH,
GRASS PICKEREL, GREEN SUNFISH, CREEK CHUBSUCKERS, GOLDEN SHINERS, AND T0PMIMN0W3 ARE
AMONG THE SPECIES OF FISH WHICH ARE KNOWN TO OCCUR IN THIS LAKE.
Christopher Old Reservoir ("6) ; t6s_, RIE, Section 23; Public; Surface Acres - T9.8;
Maximum Depth = If .0 feet; Shoreline Length - 1.6 miles; Constructed = 1900.
The Christopher Old Reservoir is located about 1 mile northwest of Christopher.
Fish population samples made by the Illinois Division of Fisheries have collected
the following species: BLUEGILL, black CRAPPIE, LARGEMOUTH BASS, WARMOUTH, YELLOW
bullheads, channel catfish, and gizzard shad. The clarity of the lake's water makes
collecting a sample of fish by means of electric shocking equipment particularly
difficult, AND IT ALSO CONTRIBUTES TO THE LARGE EXPANSE OF WEEDS THAT EXTEND ACROSS
much of the lake's bottom. sunlight penetration, as a result of the extraordinarily
clear water, improves the habitat for underwater vegetation.
While serving primarily as a water supply for human consumption the use of
FISHERIES management TECHNIQUES OR WEED CONTROL METHODS AT THE LAKE WERE LIMITED.
Now THAT THE CiTY OF CHRISTOPHER IS OBTAINING WATER FROM ReND LaKE, THE POTENTIAL
FOR DEVELOPING A MORE DESIRABLE SPORT FISHING LAKE HAS IMPROVED.
Eagles Club Lake (7) ; T5S, RIE, Section 36; Club; Surface Acres = 5^.0; Maximum
Depth = I3.5 feet; Shoreline Length = k.O miles; Constructed = I922.
This fairly large club lake is located approximately 1.5 miles north of Valier
and is open to members only. largemouth bass, bluegill, black crappie, warmouth^
golden shiner, chubsucker, grass pickerel, and redear sunfish are the principal
spec i es present.
!N TERMS OF AVERAGE SIZE, THE LAKE HAS CONSISTENTLY HAD ONE OF THE BETTER
BLUEGILL POPULATIONS IN THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE STATE. ThE CRAPPIE GENERALLY
attain a moderate size, good keeper-size bass are present in sufficient numbers
to be of interest. breeder redear sunfish were introduced in 19^9^ but offspring
from these fish were not found until the fall of 1 97 •
Since about 1968 the membership in this club has taken a very active interest in
improving sport fishing within its lake. population samples have been taken annual-
ly in order to keep up with the status of the fishery. efforts to contain the spread
OF AQUATIC VEGETATION BY MEANS OF SUITABLE CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS HAVE BEEN MADE. ThE
POTENTIAL V/HICH THIS LAKE HOLDS FOR PROVIDING GOOD SPORT FISHING IN THE FUTURE APPEAR
TO BE BRIGHT.
Ham I LTON Lake (8) ; T5S, R3E^ Section 3O; Public; Surface Acres = 3^^-2; Maximum
Depth - lo.O feet; Shoreline Length = 2.0 miles; Constructed - 1912.
This lake, located adjacent to and immediately above Benton Lake, is approxi-
mately 3 miles north of the city of Benton. The spillway area of Hamilton Lake
represents then the upper end of Benton Lake. The lake's fish population is made
up of largemouth bass, bluegill, warmouth, grass pickerel, black and white crappie,
and green sunfish.
Management assistance has been requested and offered on numerous occasions but I
HAS been practiced ON A LIMITED BASIS. POPULATION ANALYSIS AND LAKE SURVEYS REVEAL '
past PROBLEMS WITH NUMEROUS SMALL AND STUNTED SUNFISH. WEEDS HAVE POSED A PROBLEM
AS WELL. Chemical treatments could theoretically bring some relief from and i mprov-
MENT IN EITHER SITUATION^, BUT THIS AVENUE HAS ALWAYS BEEN BLOCKED BECAUSE OF THE
lake's PRIMARY FUNCTION AS A CITY WATER SUPPLY.
With the development of Rend Lake as a source of water for domestic purposes_,
1
THE city of Benton can and undoubtedly will turn its attention to developing Lake
|
Hamilton as a recreational area. Should the need arise, rehabilitation of the lake's
fish population and control of weeds BY means of herbicides will BE more feasible
THAN in the past. ThE LAKE HAS A FAIRLY GOOD BASS POPULATION AT PRESENT WITH GOOD
CATCHABLE size PANFISH SUCH AS BLUEGILL AND CRAPPIE BEING AVAILABLE AS WELL.
IzAAK V/alton Club Lake (Q) ; j65^ R1L_, Section 15; Club; Surface Acres - 23.8;
Maximum Depth = To. 5 feet; Shoreline Length - I.3 miles; Constructed = I902.
This medium-sized club lake is found approximately 3.5 miles northwest of
|
Christopher. It is a rather old lake and in turn has remnants of an old fish pop-
;
ULATION. The fish population is known to consist of LARGEMOUTH bass, BLUEGILL,
ii
WARMOUTH, green SUNFISH, YELLOW BASS, GRASS PICKEREL, GOLDEN SHINERS, WHITE CRAPPIE,
jj
CARP, CHANNEL CATFISH, BULLHEADS, AND TOPMINNOWS. ITS MANAGEMENT HISTORY IS NOTE- ;<
WORTHY BECAUSE IT IS SO LONG; DATING AS FAR BACK AS 1951' ThE MAJOR PROBLEM IN TH I S I
LAKE HAS BEEN THE EXCESSIVE NUMBERS OF SMALL, THIN BLUEGILL AND EVEN BASS. APPARENTIII
THE WATERSHED IN WHICH THE LAKE LIES IS INFERTILE, AND AS A CONSEQUENCE^ THE 0RGANISI3(
THAT COMPRISE THE LOWER PART OF THE LAKE'S FOOD CHAIN ARE NOT SUFFICIENTLY ABUNDANT !
TO ADEQUATELY SUPPORT ALL OF THE FISH THAT ARE PRESENT. FERTILIZATION PROGRAMS, ALOS^
WITH DRAWDOWNS, HAVE BEEN ATTEMPTED IN THE PAST WITH ONLY MARGINAL SUCCESS. SOME I
COMMERCIAL FISHING WAS CARRIED OUT AT ONE TIME IN AN ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE THE SPECIES
BALANCE. Complete rehabilitation would be the most successful way to restore good
jANGLING TO THIS LAKE.
I
I
Moses Lake (10) ; t6s, R3E^ Section 10; Club; Surface Acres = 169.6; Maximum Depth =j
21,0 feet; Shoreline Length = 1 .0 miles; Constructed = 1918,
]
This fairly large club lake is to be found about 2 miles northeast of the city i
OF Benton. The club membership has requested and has received management assi stance
|
on a number of separate occasions. Fish management surveys have shown the need for
j
thinning of small sunfish and for controlling underwater weed growths. Although t
SOME water may BE USED FROM THE LAKE FOR DOMESTIC PURPOSES FROM TIME-TO-TIME, IT IS
used PRIMARILY FOR RECREATIONAL PURPOSES. ThUS, IT LENDS ITSELF MORE READILY TO THE
APPLICATION OF CERTAIN CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS WHICH CAN HELP TO MINIMIZE THE PROBLEMS
ARISING EITHER FROM HAVING TOO MANY WEEDS OR FROM HAVING AN OVERABUNDANCE OF SMALL,
UNDERNOURISHED FISH. SAMPLING IN THE PAST WITH ELECTRO-FISHING GEAR HAS REVEALED
THE PRESENCE OF THE FOLLOWING SPECIES OF FISH: LARGEMOUTH BASS, BLUEGILL, BLACK ANC
WHITE CRAPPIE, GRASS PICKEREL, WARMOUTH, GOLDEN SHINER, COMMON SHINER, CARP, BUFFALO
GIZZARD SHAD, BULLHEADS, CHANNEL CATFISH AND LONGEAR SUNFISH. M
Rend Lake (11 ) ; T5&6S, R2E, Section 2, 3, 3H & 35; Public; Surface Acres - l8,900; J
Maximum Depth = 35*0; Shoreline Length - 162.O miles; Constructed = 1970. ||K
Rend Lake is a vast i8,900* acre reservoir. Its lower half is positioned in tf
north-central part of the county; the spillway structure and dam being located ABOU'
3 MILES northwest OF BENTON. THE LAKE'S LONG AXIS RUNS NORTH BY SOUTH, AND ITS UPPH
HALF EXTENDS NORTHWARD INTO JEFFERSON CoUNTY. HeRE THE MAIN BASIN FORKS INTO TWO
prominent arms; the v/estern arm representing what once v/as the meander i ngs of the
Big Muddy River and its numerous smaller tributaries, and the eastern arm inundatinj
•>^8, 878.0 acres in Franklin County; 10,022.0 acres in Jefferson County. J*
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AN AREA THROUGH WHICH CaSEY FoRK AND I T3 SEVERAL FEEDER STREAMS HAD FORMERLY WOUND.
At normal pool, or in a NONFLOODED C0NDIT10N_, the LAKE IS APPROXIMATELY I7 MILES LONG
AND HAS A MAXIMUM WIDTH OF ABOUT 3 MILES WITHIN THE MAIN BASIN, BECAUSE OF THE BASIN'S
LARGE SIZE AND OPENNESS^ IT UNDOUBTEDLY WILL BE RATHER WINDSWEPT AND ROUGH MUCH OF THE
TIME. This should make the upper portions of the reservoir where there will be a
FAIRLY LARGE NUMBER OF SMALL BAYS AND COVES FULL OF FLOODED TIMBER AND CRUSH MORE AT-
Tl-.ACriVE: PARTICULARLY TO THOSE WHO ARE PRIMARILY INTERESTED IN FISHING. CONDITIONS
WITHIN THE LOWER PART OF THE LAKE WHERE IT IS N'ORE OPEN AND LESS PROTECTED FROM WINDS
SHOULD BE MUCH TO THE LIKING OF 3AILB0ATERS.
The DESIGN AND DEVELOPMEfJT OF THIS LAKE IS THE RESULT OF COOPERATIVE EFFORTS ON
THE PART OF THE REND LaKE CoNSERVANCY DISTRICT^ THE U. S. ArMY CoRPS OF ENGINEERS, AND
THE State of Illinois. The primary purpose of the 53 million dollar project is to
OFFER flood AND DOWNSTREAM WATER QUALITY CONTROL TO THE AGR I CULTURAL,, MUNICIPAL, AND
industrial INTERESTS LOCATED WITHIN THE LOWER PORTION OF THE BiG MUDDY RiVER'S WATER-
H-:o bas'N. The reservoir w;ll AL-iJ function Ao a jouxce of water for domestic use
TO 43 COMMUNiriES iN b ADJOINING COUNTIES (jEFFERSON, liAMILTON, SaLINE, FrAiMKLIN,
Williamson and Perry). Recreational and land development opportunities will also
be created as a result of the large impoundment.
The RESERVOIR, as well as much of the adjacent land, will be MANAGED AND AD-
MINISTERED BY Corps and State conservation personnel \\fHo will strive to see that
FISHERMEN, HUNTERS, CAMPERS, BOATERS, BATHERS, PICNICKERS AND SIGHTSEERS ALL HAVE AN
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY TO ENJOY THEIR OUTDOOR HOBBIES. FiSH AND WiLDLIFE MANAGEMENT
WILL BE ESPECIALLY INTENSE IN THE EXTREME NORTHERN PORTION OF THE RESERVOIR. TH I
S
AREA CONTAINS T'./O SUB- I MPOUNDMENTS, BOTH OF WHICH WERE FORMED AS A RESULT OF THE
PLACEMENT OF SMALL SECONDARY DAMS ACROSS THE LAKE'S PRINCIPAL TRIBUTARIES, CaSEY FoRK
AND THE Big Muddy River.
Construction on the main dam started in May of I968. This was finished by
October of 197^^ that time the gates were closed officially and water began
I MPOUND
I
NG.
The completed dam is probably the most notable feature of the entire project.
This is usually true in cases where large man-made reservoirs such as Carlyle,
Shelbyville, and Rend are formed. The completed dam at Rend Lake is slightly more
than 2 miles long. Another prominent aspect of the lake development has been the
elevation of Illinois Route 183 across the lake near its mid-section. This involves
A k mile stretch of highway and includes two gaps of bridges, which connect the upper
AND LOWER HALVES OF THE LAKE. HEIGHT OF THE BRIDGES IS SUCH THAT THE PASSAGE OF SAIL-
BOAT traffic IS ACCOMMODATED. RUNNING EAST AND WEST, RoUTE 1 83 IS AN IMPORTANT LINK
for truck and automobile traffic between illinois route 1 48 on the v/est side of the
lake and interstate route 57 '^^ the east side. for people using the lake and its
recreational facilities, it is important in that it serves as a relatively quick way
of getting from one side of the lake to the other,
Fisheries management field operations on Rend Lake were initiated during the
FALL OF 1908. Several borrow pits in the north and east sectors of' the proposed
LAKE BASIM along THE NEWLY CONSTRUCTED INTERSTATE RoUTE 57 WERE STOCKED WITH FINGER-
LING LARGEMOUTH bass; the purpose BEING THAT BY THE TIME THE LAKE STARTED IMPOUNDING
AND WATER BEGAN BACKING UP INTO THESE BORROW PITS, BREEDER-SIZE FISH V/OULD BE PROVIDED
TO THE LAKE PRO°ER. THROUGHOUT THE SPRING, SUt^MER, AND FALL OF 197''^ ^'^ THE LAl'.E
GRADUALLY BEGAN TO FILL AND INCREASE IN SIZE, THOUSANDS OF ADDITIONAL LARGEMOUTH BASS
AND BLUEGILL FINGERLINGS WERE ADDED TO THE MAIN BASIN. MoRE THAN ^ MILLION NORTHERN
PIKE FRY WERE ALSO STOCKED DURING THE SPRIN^^ OF 197^' MaNY OF THE PIKE SURVIVED AND
ARE GROV/ING RAPIDLY; AN ABSENCE OF DESIRABLE SPAWNING HABITAT, HOWEVER, WILL INHIBIT
NORTHERN PIKE REPRODUCTION.
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Following summer and fall samples of the fish population in I97I and 1972, th^
State Reservoir Biologist was able to predict good bass fishing in
the^summer of
1973 The lake also offers some angling for white bass
as well as nor. hern pike.
Th- latter two species are not as abundant as the largemouth, but
those taken are
0F~GC0D <=^|ZE CrAPPIE, BOTH BLACK AND WHITE, WILL APPEAR FREQUENTLY IN THE ANGLER'S
creel AND HAVE ATTAINED DESIRABLE SIZE. FLOODED BRUSH PILES
AND AREAS WHERE SAPLING:
AND TREES OF VARIOUS SIZES HAVE BEEN LEFT STANDING IN WATER,
AS WELL AS THE ROCK
r'iP-RAPPING ALONG THE INSIDE FACE OF THE DAM, SHOULD SERVE AS
CONCENTRATION POINTS
FOR CRAPPIE AND CRAPPIE FISHERMEN. An EXCELLENT BLUEGILL
FISHERY HAS DEVELOPED IN
THE LAKE WITH NICE CATCHES BEING TAKEN IN SHALLOW AREAS
AROUND BRUSHY COVER. CaRP
AND BULLHEADS ALSO PROVIDE GOOD FISHING OPPORTUNITIES IN
REND LAKE.
IN ADDITION TO THE SPECIES MENTIONED ABOVE, THE LAKE HAS
A FISH POPULATION COM-
PRISED OF THE FOLLOWING: GREEN SUNFISH, BIGMOUTH BUFFALO,
BOWF I N, GRASS PICKEREL,
O-ANGESPOTTFO SUNFISK, GIZZARD SHAD, GOLDEN SHINER, BLACKSTRIPE
TOPMINNOW, MOSQUITO-
Fl-H FLIER, CARPSUCKER.SPEC.es, BLACK REDHORSE, WARMOUTH,
LONGEAR SUNFISH, CHANNEL
^^;^^3^^ pirate: PERCH, SILVERY MINNOW, CREEK CHUBSUCKER,
SHORTNOSE GAR AND LONGNOSE
GAR. Two SPECIES OF BULLHEADS, THE BLACK AND YELLOW,
ARE PRESENT.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE USE OF THE LAKE AND I
TS F AC I L I T
1
ES
MAY BE OBTAINED BY WRITING TO THE U. S. ArMY CORPS OF
ENGINEERS, BOX ^0, BENTON,
Illinois, 62312.
SESSE R LAKE (12) ; T^S, R2E, Section 19; Public; Surface
Acres
==jj2.5; Maximum
Depth ^ 1^.0 fe'e t; Shoreline Length - 1.8 miles; Constructed =
I905.
Located 1 mile southeast of Sesser, this is a water storage area
of the city.
The sport fishing potential of the lake has been limited
because of its function as
A drinking water supply for the town's residents. Past
samplings of the lake have
REVEALED THE FOLLOWING SPECIES COMPOSITION: LARGEMOUTH
BASS, BLUEGILL, GREEN SUNFl
GOLDEN SHINER, GIZZARD SHAD, WARMOUTH, PUMPKINSEED,
AND BLACK AND WHITE CRAPPIE.
When the community of Sesser is able to rely exclusively upon
Rend Lake as a
WATER SUPPLY, THE POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE
OF SeSSER LAKE AS A SPORT
FISHING AREA WILL BECOME MORE PRACTICAL.
SUNS ET CLUB LAKE (l^) ; TJS, R2E, SECTION 20; Club; Surface
Acres 31-2; Maximum
Depth = feet; Shoreline Length = 1.6 miles; Constructed = 1905.
Sunset Club Lake is located approximately 6 miles northwest
of West Frankfort,,
more or less in the south-central part of the county. it
is for the most part a
PATHER shallow LAKE. OVER THE YEARS FISHING SUCCESS
HAS BEEN SOMEWHAT LESS THAN
DESIRABLE BECAUSE OF THE ABUNDANCE OF UNDERSIZE BLUEGILL
AND CRAPPIE. SELECTIVE
THINNING OF THESE SPECIES WITH ROTENONE TO IMPROVE
THEIR GROWTH HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED
Bu! RESULTS HAVE BEEN ONLY PARTIALLY SUCCESSFUL.
BOTH THE BASS AND BASS -SHERMAN
SUFFER AS A CONSEQUENCE OF THIS DOMINATION BY THE SMALLER, LESS
DESIRABLE BLUEGILL
AND CRAPPIE. Channel catfish have been stocked periodically
in order to improve
The he V CARP and several other rough species are
present in sufficient number
^0 K EP THE WATER ROILED. As A CONSEQUENCE, WEEDS ARE NOT A
PROBLEM. ThESE BOTTOM
FEEDi'nG FISH MAY BE CREATING DETRIMENTAL SIDE EFFECTS
TO THE GAME FISH POPULATION.
GAME FISH, BEING SIGHT FEEDERS, ARE IMPAIRED IN THEIR
ABILITY TO FIND AND CAPTURE
FOOD ORGANISMS IN A MUDDY WATER TYPE OF SITUATION.
MANIPULATION OF THE FISH POP-
ULAl-.ON CiTH FISH TOXICANTS IS THE ONLY PRACTICAL METHOD OF
IMPROVING THE CONDITION
FOR GOOD SPORT FISHING IN THIS LAKE.
In ADDITION TO THE SPECIES MENTIONED ABOVE THE LAKE
CONTAINS REDEAR SUNFISH,
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flier_, bowfin, freshwater drum^ yellow dullhead_, bigmouth and smallmouth buffalo^
warmouth^ green sunfish and gar.
Use of the laice and its adjoining property is limited to members or invited
GUESTS
.
V/est Frankfort r!EW Reservoir (1^) ; T7S_, R-'-E, Section i8; Public; Surface Acres =
21^.0; I'lAXii'iuM Depth = l^.O feet; Shoreline Length = 5-5 miles; Constructed = 19^5-
Located about 1
.5 miles southwest of Thompsonv i lle, this lake lies in the
southeastern sector of the county. The management history is quite lengthy_, in-
cluding PERODIC supplemental STOCKINGS OF FISH_, MAINLY CHANNEL CATFISH^ AND THE
CONTROL OF UNDERWATER AND EMERGENT AQUATIC VEGETATION.
All OF THE SHALLOWER PORTIONS OF THE LAKE BECOME CHOKED WITH BRITTLE NAIAD_,
COONTA'L^ AND FLOATING LEAF P0N0WEED3 DURING THE SUMMiR M-JNTriS. Th E GROWTH OF SOME
of these weeds extends out to a depth of 6 feet or more^ giving an indication of how
clear the water becomes. applications of herbicides have been successful in control-
ling these v/eeds.
lotus^ a plant bearing a large spherical leaf atop a stalk, which may be either
floating on or standing above the water's surface, has gradually invaded much of the
shallow area in the eastern end of the lake. until the summer of 1 97^^ at which
time a major v/eed control project was undertaken, a 10 acre patch of lotus was
visible to the east from the road that divides the lake into two parts. appropriate
herbicides were used to curb a further spread to uninfested areas.
Biologists of the Division of Fisheries have sampled the fish population v/ith
ELECTRO-FISHING EQUIPMENT ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS. ThE NEED FOR TAKING MEASURES TO
REDUCE THE NUMBERS OF SMALL SUNFISH HAS BEEN SHOWN. WiTH ReND LaKE SERVING AS THE
MAIN SOURCE OF V/ATER FOR THE RESIDENTS OF THE CITY, WeST FRANKFORT SHOULD FIND IT
more feasible to undertake certain management operations to improve the fish pop-
ulation which it previously has had to forgo.
That area of the lake which lies on the west side of the county road which
DIVIDES THE LAKE INTO TWO PARTS IS HEAVILY UTILIZED BY WATER SKIERS, Th I S IS THE
DEEPER AMD LARGER PART OF THE LAKE; THE DAM BEING SITUATED AT THE EXTREME WESTERN
END. Cottages, cabins, and boatdocks line most of the lake's shoreline, the only
OBVIOUS EXCEPTION BEING IN THE UPPER OR EASTERN END. ThERE ARE NO LAUNCH SITES
FOR PUBLIC WATERCRAFT EXCEPT FOR A CONCRETE RAMP ON ThlE V/EST ALONG THE NORTH SHORE.
Use OF THIS ramp is restricted, as it is ADMINISTERED BY A LOCAL SPORTSMEN'S GROUP.
There is also a small sand beach immediately adjacent to this launch site. Further
west, along the north shoreline, there is a much larger beach used by youngsters
belonging TO VARIOUS ORGANIZATIONS; PRINCIPAL AMONG WHICH ARE THE CLUBS OF THE
SURROUNDING VICINITY.
West Frankfort Old Reservoir (1^) ; TJS, r4e. Section 19 30; Public; Surface Acres =
14D.0; i-lAxiMUM Depth = 20.0 feet; Shoreline Length = 5*0 miles; Constructed = 1927'
The OLD reservoir at West Frankfort was replaced in 19^5 the newer lake as
the water needs of the city increased. The older lake is located about 1 mile south-
west of the newer lake.
Information in Division of Fisheries files pertinent to management requests
concerning the lake and its fish population goes back to 1952. The history of the
lake includes data collected during fish sampling opERATiorrs. The data reflects
the desirability of fishing in that individual fish of good size have been available.
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Overall, however, the lake's fishery has been in need of manipulation. As is typic'
OF so many lakes, an over-Abundance of sunfish, which are too small to be of i nteret
IS ONE of the biggest PROBLEMS CONFRONTING THE ANGLER.
Extensive growths of underwater vegetation similar to those occurring in the
'|
NEWER reservoir ARE PRESENT. SuCH GROWTHS HAVE BEEN CONTRIBUTING TO THE ABUNDANCE
Ij
of SUNFISHES by PROVIDING TOO MUCH PROTECTION FROM PREOATION BY LARGEMOUTH BASS.
j
Even with the problem of too many sunfish and underwater weeds, the lake has a goodi
largemouth bass population.
;
The lake's potential as a recreational area, particularly its potential as a
I
MORE manageable FISHERY RESOURCE, HAS IMPROVED AS A RESULT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF i
Rend Lake. As a couple of possible alternatives, selective or complete rehabilitatc
OF THE FISH POPULATION MAY BE DECIDED UPON. ThE PEOPLE OF WEST FrANKFORT AND THE
outlying areas are in THE ENVIABLE POSITION OF HAVING NOT JUST ONE BUT TWO GOOD 5 120
LAKES WHICH THEY CAN DEVELOP FOR BETTER SPORT FISHING IN THE FUTURE. '
^
In ADDITION TO BLUEGILL AND LARGEMOUTH BASS, THE FISH POPULATION CONTAINS I
YELLOW BASS, YELLOW BULLHEADS, WARMOUTH, GRASS PICKEREL, YELLOW PERCH, CHANNEL CATFiS
GREEN SUNFISH AND BLACK AND WHITE CRAPPIE.
Zetgler Reservoir (16) ; lys, R2E, Section 7; Public; Surface Acres = 5^.8; Max i muni
Depth = 20.0 feet; Shoreline Length = 3«3 miles; Constructed = 1951- i
Located approximately 2.5 miles northeast of Zeigler, this lake lies in the
jj
southwestern part of the county. Although part of the city's water supply system I
for years, n received partial treatments with rotenone both in 1961 and again in h
1964. The purpose of these two projects was to selectively thin out portions of
]
the large shad and stunted BLUEGILL POPULATIONS. |N 19^5 THE LAKE'S SURFACE ACREAC!
was purposely reduced by ABOUT 50 PERCENT. BY DRAWING THE LAKE LEVEL DOWN AND CON-J
FINING THE FISH POPULATION TO A SMALLER AREA, IT WAS HOPED THAT THE PREDATOR FISH j
WOULD CONSUME A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF THE OVERABUNDANT SMALL SUNFISH. A 197^ FISH I
POPULATION SURVEY REVEALED THE PRESENCE ONCE AGAIN OF AN EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF UNDER-J
SIZED BLUEGILL AND LARGEMOUTH BASS REPRODUCTION WAS WANTING. ThE INSPECTING BIOLOCj
RECOMMENDED TOTAL ERADICATION OF THE EXISTING FISHERY FOLLOWED WITH A RESTOCKING 01
LARGEMOUTH BASS, REDEAR SUNFISH, BLUEGILL AND CHANNEL CATFISH. NoW THAT THE CiTY
OF Zeigler obtains its water from Rend Lake, the management potential of the lake
HAS BEEN greatly ENHANCED.
;
In addition to the species of fish mentioned ABOVE THE LAKE CONTAINS YELLOW
BULLHEADS, WHITE CRAPPIE, WARMOUTH, GOLDEN SHINERS AND GRASS PICKEREL. I
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL IMPOUNDMENTS
Size Categories (Acres) Number Total Acres
0.1 - O.k 10^9 207.9
0.5 - 0.9 239 148.0
1.0 - 5.9 182 442.3
6.0 - 10.9 5 39.0
11.0 - 40.9 k 64.9
Total 1^79 902.1
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Streams
Major streams are described by name_, location of stream mouth (or point where
IT LEAVES THE COUNTy)^ AREA_, LENGTH AND GRADIENT. ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION
IS INCLUDED \;H£RE APPLICABLE. A SUMMARY IS GIVEN IN TaQLE 2. NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES
REFER TO STREAM LOCATIONS WHICH ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE
5! G Muddy R' ver (1 ) ; T7S, R1E_, Section 3^; Surface Acres = 158.0; Miles in County =
22.5; Average V/idth = 58. feet; Gradient = Approx. 1.5 feet per mile.
Portions of the Big Muddy River were included as a part of river basin studies
made in Illinois in ]^6k (Lopinot_, 19o5). Two of the stations that were set up as
a part of this study are found in Franklin County_, one being West Frankfort and the
other near Benton.
The RiVER IS approximately 122 miles in length. It originates in Jefferson
County and throughout its entire length it drains approximately 2,kGQ square miles
IN SEVEN counties.
At the Franklin County stations the following findings were made: forage fish
such as minnows^ shiners_, and darters made up 60/^ by number and 10^ by weight of the
FISH sampled; commercial SPECIES SUCH AS CARP, BUFFALO_, GAR_, AND SUCKERS MADE UP 3/3
by rjumser and k'j'/} by weight; and game fish such as the various sunfishes_, basses_,
and catfishes amounted to 37^ ^y number and by weight.
The Sig Muddy receives pollutional discharges along its course from coal mining
operations and oil production areas.
Fishing pressure is heavy at the tailwater section immediately below Rend Lake.
In the southern part of the county it is light to moderate but becomes progressively
heavier as one moves downriver toward its juncture with the Mississippi River.
Evidence of a walleye population was found in the lower part of the river around
the Murphysboro area. Some commercial fishing is carried on throughout the river's
lower portion. For the most part_, hook and line fishing for the general public is
limited largely to those areas where soi-,e type of public road crosses the river.
TABLE 2
mjOR STREAMS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY
Name
Average Wi uth
(Feet)
Total Length I i^j
County (Miles)
Approx. Surface
Area (Acres)
Bi G Muddy Ri ver 58.0 22.5 158.0
iliDDLE Fcfs'K Big Muddy
.
22.6 18.0 ^9.3
Little Muddy River 32.5 21 .5 84.7
Ewii'G Creek 1)L3 13.0 22.5
Total 31I1.5
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MiooLE Fo^K Big Muddy River (2) ; T7S_, R3E_, Section i8; Surface Acres = ^9.3; Miles
In County = 18.0; Average Width = 22.6 feet; Gradient = Approximately 2.2 feet per
mile.
The Middle Fork of the Big Muddy River was studied as a part of the stream basin
STUDIES MADE THROUGHOUT THE StATE IN l^oh. A SAMPLING STATION WAS SET UP AT ABOUT
THE MIDPOINT OF THE STREAM IN THE VICINITY OF BENTON. 1 L PROBABLY RUNOFF FROM
NEAR3Y OIL FIELDS, WAS NOTED AS ONE TYPE OF POLLUTION THAT WAS PRESENT AT THAT TIME
(Table k] . Gaseous substances could also be observed as the bottom was disturbed.
Road crossings offer about the greatest public access that is to be found through-
out THE river's length, AND FISHING Pr<£SSURE BECOMES PROGRESSIVELY HEAVIER AS ONE
PROCEEDS DOWNSTREAM. CaRP AND VARIOUS SPECIES OF SUNFISH ARE THE MOST HEAVILY FISHED
FOR AND FREQUENTLY CAUGHT FISH.
The 19^"+ STUDY also revealed that by TJUMBERS THE FORAGE SPECIES (dARTERS, oHIMERS,
AND minnows) made UP OF THE COLLECTION, WHEREAS GAME FISH AND COMMERCIAL FISH WERE
k2!jo AND kfi) RESPECTIVELY. HoWEVER. BY WEIGHT THE COMMERCIAL SPECIES AMOUNTED TO
WHILE GAME AND FORAGE FISH WERE 24^ AND 5/J RESPECTIVELY.
Little Muddy River (3) ; T5S, R1 E, Section 8; Surface Area = 84.7; Miles in County =
21.5; Average V/idth = 32-5 eeet; Gradient = Approximately 1 .9 feet per mile.
Two sampling stations were established in the Little Muddy during the I^Sk
RIVER basin studies CONDUCTED THROUGHOUT ILLINOIS. On E OF THESE STATIONS WAS LOCATED
not far FROM SESSER; the OTHER NEAR ElKVILLE. SpECIES OF FISH THAT ARE KNOWN TO BE
PRESENT ARE BULLHEADS, CARP, CRAPPIE, DOGFISH, CHANNEL CATFISH, LARGEMOUTH BASS,
BLUEGILL, GREEN SUNFISH, AND WARMOUTH. ThE FIRST THREE SPECIES LISTED ARE THE ONES
MOST OFTEN TAKEN BY ANGLERS. PUBLIC ACCESS IS LIMITED; BEING CONFINED ALMOST EX-
CLUSIVELY TO THOSE POINTS WHERE A PUBLIC ROAD CROSSES THE RIVER.
FiSH COLLECTIONS THAT WERE MADE AT THE STATION SHOWED THAT GAME FISH MADE UP
kQfo BY NUMBER AND 4-2^ BY WEIGHT OF THE COLLECTION. FORAGE FISH WERE k'^f? BY NUMBER
AND 3/^ BY WEIGHT, AND COMMERCIAL FISH V^/ERE 9/^ BY NUMBER AND 55^ BY WEIGHT.
EwiNG Creek (4) ; T7S, R3E, Section i8; Surface Acres --^ 22.5; Miles In County ^ 13.0;
Average Width = l4.3 feet; Gradient = Approximately 6 feet per mile.
Ev/iNG Creek is a small meandering stream arising in the eastern portion of the
COUNTY north OF ThOMPSONV I LLE AND FLOWING IN A WESTERLY DIRECTION TO ITS JUNCTION
with THE Middle Fork of the Big Muddy north of West Frankfort. It is a stream of
MODERATE GRADIENT IN ITS UPPER REACHES, CHANGING TO A LOW GRADIENT WATER COURSE IN
ITS LOWER SECTION. It DRAINS PRIMARILY PASTURE AND ROW-CROP LAND V/ITH THREE PATCHES
OF TIMBER SCATTERED THROUGHOUT ITS WATERSHED AND GENERALLY TIMBER ALONG ITS BANKS.
The SILT LOAD IS MODERATE AND IS THE MOST IMPORTANT TYPE OF POLLUTANT. Ac I D MINE
WASTES ALSO ENTER EwiNG CREEK.
Sport fishing opportunities are limited due to the small size of the stream.
In the larger pools in the lower reaches of the stream occasional catches of BULLHEADS,
carp and SUriFISHES ARE MADE. IN THE UPPER PORTION OF THE STREAM THE POPULATION CONTAINS
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SUMMARY OF INVENTORY DATA
Population and Area
Population decreased from 39^201 in 19^0^ to 3^^329 in 1970- 't 'S expected
TO remain fairly constant through the 1970's and then increase to 48^000 BY 2020
(Peterson^ 1907). The population has been classified as kd.] percent urban. In
197"^' the population of the major towns and communities was as follows:
West Frankfort 8^836
Benton (County Seat) 6^,833
Christopher 2,^10
Zeigler 1,9^0
Sesser 2;,125
Royalton 1,166
All other communities had populations of less than 1,000.
In 197'-'^ Franklin County ranked 35th in population among the 102 counties of
Illinois and had a population density of 86.8 people per square mile. V/i th its ^3^
square miles, it ranks 67TH (the same as Schuyler County) in land area. There are
about 193^000 ACRES of CROP AND PASTURE LAND AND 50^000 ACRES OF TIMBER; THE LATTER
FIGURE REPRESENTING ABOUT l8 PERCENT OF THE ORIGINAL TIMBER LAND IN THE COUNTY
(iLL. Division of Wildlife Resources, 1967).
Water Resources
The number of acres in lakes, ponds, and streams per capita is O.29.
There are i6 public and organizational lakes of 6.0 surface acres or larger with
a combined total of 9^828.8 acres. Locations are presented in Figure 5- In addition,
there are about 1,500 privately owned lakes and ponds comprising some 900 acres of
WATER (Table 3)-
Franklin County has k principal streams with a combined length of 75'0 miles
and an area of 3^^'5 acres. The Big Muddy River is the most important recreational
stream, a significant fishery has developed on the river immediately below Rend Lake
with such species as channel catfish, crappie, bullheads, drum, and carp making up
a large part of the catch.
New PONDS have been added at a rate of 15 to 20 per year, the majority of which
ARE 0.5 acre or more IN SURFACE AREA. PONDS MAKE UP ABOUT 8 PERCENT OF THE TOTALWATER
ACREAGE IN THE COUrJTY AND OFFER QUALITY FISHING ATJD OTHER FORMS OF RECREATION.
Lake Morphometry and Origin
The lakes described in this report are artificial, meaning man-made lakes. All
are watershed lakes, having been formed by a dam across a valley. Their shorelines
are generally irregular, with some having large bays and smaller coves and inlets.
Such shorelines are typical of artificial lakes and contrast to the more regular
shorelines of natural bottomland lakes found along the major river floodplains in
I LL i NO I 3
.
Maximum depths vary from 8.8 feet in Sunset Fishing Club to 35-0 feet in Retjd
Lake. Depth affects the pouinIds of fish per surface acre that a lake will support.
Sunlight is necessary for the production of plant plankton (ph yto-plankton), v/hich is
the base of the aquatic food chaing. In the process of photosynthesis oxygen is given
-2k-
OFF DURING PLANT GROWTH. SlNCE DISSOLVED OXYGEN
AND PH YTO-PL ANKTON ARE BASIC TO THE.
PRODUCTION OF FISH FOOD ORGANISMS, MANY OF WHICH LIVE
ON THE MUD AND DETRITUS BENEATH
THE WATER SURFACE, PRODUCTION OF FISH IS ENHANCED
IN A LAKE WITH A LARGE ZONE OF PRO-
DUCTIVITY COMPARED TO A LAKE WITH A SMALLER ZONE.
THEREFORE, SHALLOW LAKES TEND TO
SUP-ORT MORE POUNDS OF FISH PER SURFACE ACRE THAN
DEEP LAKES, UNLESS A LAKE IS SO
SHa'lLOW THAT WINTER OR SUMMER KILL OCCURS (sEE SECTION
ON WATER QUALITY).
Th- TYPE OF WATERSHED DETERMINES HOW RAPIDLY WATER
WILL RUN OFF DURING A RAIN
AND HOW^UICKLY A LAKE WILL FILL WITH SEDIMENT. ThE
SLOWEST
^^l^'^'Jl'^ ^^'ll
OCCUR FROM A TIMBER WATERSHED; FOLLOWED BY PASTURE
AND ROW CROPS. iHE LATTER IS THE
LEAST DESIRABLE AND REQUIRES SOIL CONSERVATION PRACTICES,
IF THE LAKE IS TO PROVIDE
MAXIMUM RECREATIONAL BENEFITS.
MOST OF THE PONDS ARE MAN-MADE, THE WATERSHED RUNOFF
BEING IMPOUNDED BY A DAM
AS WITH THE LAKES. SoME ARE CALLED DUG-^OUT PONDS,
WITH LITTLE OR NO WATERSHED AND
DEPEND PRIMARILY ON DIRECT RAINFALL FOR FILLING.
Water Quali ty
IN STREAM SURVEYS MADE IN FRANKL I N CoUNTY IN
^96k, PH VALUES RANGED FROM 7.0 TO
7 k (LOP'NOT, 1965). A pH VALUE INDICATES WHETHER WATER
MIGHT BE TOO HIGH IN
i^KAUNITY (HIGH 'pH) OR HAVE TOO MUCH ACIDITY ( L OW pH) TO -STAIN
FISH LIFE F.SH
ARE ABLE TO LIVE IN WATER HAVING A PH RANGE OF ABOUT 5
TO 10 (BENNETT, ^^-{^}. A
pH OF 7.0 IS CONSIDERED NEUTRAL. ThE pH VALUES INDICATED
ABOVE SHOWED THE STREAMS
TO HAVE A pH RANGE SUITABLE FOR SUSTAINING FISH LIFE.
Adequate dissolved oxygen is necessary to support fish. A lack
of it sometimes'
OCCURS IN shallow LAKES IN WINTER AND SUMMER. IF ICE FORMS
AND IS COVERED WITH SNOW
SO SUNLIGHT CANNOT PENETRATE THE ICE, PLANTS WILL NOT BE
ABLE TO MANUFACTURE OXYGEN
IN THE PROCESS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS. UNDER SUCH
CIRCUMSTANCES, DISSOLVED OXYGEN WILL
BE CONSUMED BY DECAYING ORGANIC MATTER AND THE LEVEL OF
DISSOLVED OXYGEN NEEDED TO
KEEP FISH ALIVE MAY BE INSUFFICIENT; RESULTING IN A
WINTER KILL BY SUFFOCATION.
Fish mortality due to lack of oxygen can also occur during
summer months after
PERIODS OF high TEMPERATURES, SEVERAL DAYS OF CLOUDY OR PARTLY
CLOUDY SKIES AND LIT!
OR NO WIND (Bennett, 197'' )•
To AVOID WINTER AND SUMMER KILL, ADEQUATE WATER DEPTH IS NECESSARY.
IN FRANKLI
County ponds and lakes should have at least 7 feet of water in 25
percent of the
SURFACE area.
Not only are a suitable pH and adequate dissolved oxygen
needed, but water
TEMPERATURE CAN ALSO BE A LIMITING FACTOR. TROUT, FOR
INSTANCE, REQUIRE COLDER
WATER THAN LARGEMOUTH BASS. MaNY LAKES AND PONDS IN
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS HAVE COLD
WATER DURING SUMMER MONTHS, BUT NOT ENOUGH DISSOLVED
OXYGEN AT SUITABLE TEMPERATURE,
IN A TYPICAL ARTIFICIAL SOUTHERN ILLINOIS LAKE, A WARM
LAYER OF WATER DEVELOPS AT
THE SURFACE DURING THE SUMMER AND MAY EXTEND DOWN
SEVERAL FEET. BELOW THE UPPER
LAYER (ePILIMNIOn) IS THE THERMOCLINE WHERE THE WATER TEMPERATURE
AND AMOUNT OF
OXYGEN DECREASE RAPIDLY WITH DEPTH. BeLOW THE THERMOCLINE
IS A LAYER OF ^OLD, UN-
OXYGENATED WATER, THE HYPOLIMNION. TROUT CANNOT LIVE IN
THE COLD WATER SINCE THERE
IS NOT ADEQUATE OXYGEN. IN THE WATER CONTAINING ADEQUATE OXYGEN,
THE TEMPERATURE
is too high for survival.
Fisheries
Rend Lake is the most important sport fishing impoundment.
Largemouth bass,
BLUEGILL AND CRAPPIE ARE THE PRINCIPAL SPORT FISHES. IN ADDITION THERE
ARE CHANNEL
catfish, BULLHEADS, DRUM AND CARP THAT WILL ADD TO THE FISHERY. NORTHERN
PIKE WERE'
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STOCKED BEFORE THE LAKE FILLED. ThE SPECIES IS NOT EXPECTED TO MAINTAIN A POP-
ULATION I NDEF I N I TEL HOWEVER_, DUE TO PREDATION OF LARGER FISHES ON NEWLY HATCHED
FRY.
Rend Lake is expected to be an intensely used recreational area not only for
FISHING but for BOATING^ WATER-SKIING^ CAMPING^ PICNICKING AND HUNTING. IT HAS ADDED
GREATLY TO ThE RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE IN THE COUNTY AND SURROUNDING AREA.
A NUNBE!^ OF LAKES EXIST IN THE COUNTY THAT FORMERLY SERVED AS MUNICIPAL WATER
SUPPLIES. Mow THAT COMMUNITIES ARE OBTAINING WATER FROM ReND LaKE, THESE OLD RESERVOIRS
offer more potential as sport fishing lakes. fisheries management techniques such as
water level fluctuations^ aquatic weed control and complete rehabilitation of undesir-
able fish populations followed by restocking can now be employed.
The 3ig Muddy River_, Middle Fork and Little Mudoy River are the most important
FISHING 3TREAMS_, EACH OFFERING CHANNEL CATF|3H_, CARP_, BULLHEADS^ CRAPPIE AND 3UNFI3HES.
Many of the farm ponds that are not subject to entrance by river and stream
FISHES HAVE BEEN STOCKED WITH LARGEMOUTH BASS AND BLUEGILL. WhiLE A TYPICAL FARM
POND CANNOT INDIVIDUALLY PROVIDE QUALITY FISHING UNDER HEAVY FISHING PRESSURE^ IT
CAN BE AN IMPORTANT RECREATIONAL FISHING ATTRACTION. A 19^3 STATE-WIDE SURVEY MADE
BY THE Division of Fisheries on ponds that had been built in 1952 showed that 3^
PERCENT OF THE PONDS OWNERS FELT THAT THEIR PONDS PRODUCED AVERAGE TO GOOD FISHING
10 YEARS AFTER THEY WERE STOCKED (Pr|CE_, 19^^). EVEN THOUGH SUCH A PERCENTAGE POUJTS
out a need for more fish pond management^ it also shows that ponds can provide rec-
reation over an extended period of time.
There are two fee fishing areas in the county; one located near Royalton and the
OTHER NEAR EENTON. EaCH OFFER A VARIETY OF FISHES INCLUDING LARGEMOUTH BASS, BLUEGILL
AND CHANNEL CATFISH.
At THIS TIME, THE WATERS IN THE COUNTY DO NOT HAVE COMMERCIAL FISHES, SUCH AS
CARP AND BUFFALO, IN SUFFICIENT POUNDAGES TO WARRANT COMMERCIAL FISHING. EVENTUALLY,
HOWEVER, THE POUNDAGE OF CARP IN ReND LAKE WILL INCREASE AND THERE WILL BE A POTENTIAL
FOR COMMERCIAL HARVEST,
A LIST OF FISHES RECORDED FOR FRANKLIN CoUNTY IS PRESENTED IN TABLE 5- FREQUENCY
of occurrence of.some of the species is given in figure 8.
Wetlands
Wetlands, as considered in this report, are those lands with frequent overflow,
HIGH WATER TABLES AND ARE TOO WET FOR CULTIVATION. ThERE ARE APPROXIMATELY f ,'^00
SUCH ACRES IN FRATJKLIN CoUNTY. ThESE LANDS TYPICALLY HAVE PIN OAK AND WILLOW TREES,
button bush, cattail and sedges if there is more or less permanent water. squirrels,
v/hitetail deer, rabbits, wood ducks, and shore birds frequent these areas.
Public Use and Access
Except for ORGAtj i zat i onal (club and association) waters, all the lakes in this
REPORT ARE OPEN TO PUBLIC FISHINGo BEING BY FAR THE LARGEST, ReND LakE HAS THE
GREATEST PUBLIC USE AND OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES. ThE ReND LAKE
Conservancy District is planning a convention-resort complex v/ith a 120-room hotel.
Also in the plans are ^0 housekeeping cottages and a commercial hotel and restaurant.
Two marinas, a 27-hole golf course, a trap and skeet range and an athletic complex
WITH SOFTBALL, TENNIS AND ARCHERY FACILITIES WILL ADJOIN THE HOTEL. Th E StATE CoNSER-
servation Department is developing more than 10,000 acres of land around the lake.
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TABLE 5
SPECIES OF FISH KNOWN TO OCCUR IN FRANKLIN COUNTY WATERS
Common Name
Bigmouth buffalo
Black bullhead
Black crappie
Blackspotted topminnow
Blackstripe topminnow
Bluegill
Bluntnose darter
Bluntnose minnow
Bowfin
Brook sil-'/erside
Bullhead minnow
Carp
Channel catfish
Common shiner
Creek chub
Creek chubsucker
Emerald shiner
Flier
Freshwater drum
Gizzard shad
Golden shiner
Grass pickerel
Green sunfish
Largemouth bass
Longear suiifish
Longnose gar
Mosquitofish
Northern pike
Orangespotted sunfish
Pirate perch
Pugnose minnow
Pumpkinseed
Red shiner
Redear sun-fish
Redfin shiner
Ribbon shiner
Sand shiner
Shortnose gar
Slough darter
Smallmoiith buffalo
Tadpole madtom
Warmouth
White bass
White crappie
White sucker
Yellow bass
Yellow bullhead
Yellow perch
5f American Fisheries Society, 1970
Scientific Name
Ictiobus cyprinellus
Ictalurus melas
Pomoxis nigromaculatus
Fundulus olivaceus
Fundulus notatus
Lepomis macrochirus
Etheostoma chlorosomum
Pimephales notatus
Amia calva
Labidesthe s siccuius
Pimeohales -^rigilax
Cyprinus carpio
Ictalurus punctatus
Not ropus comutus
Semotilus atromaculatus
Erimyzon oblongus
Notropis atherinoides
Centrarchus macropterus
Aplodinotus grunniens
Dorosoma cepedianum
Notemigonus crysoleucas
Esox americanus vermiculatus
Lepomis cyanellus
r^icropterus salmoides
Lepomis megalotis
Lepisosteus osseus
Gambusia affinis
Esox lucius
Lepomis hurrdlis
Aphredoderus sayanus
Notropis emiliae
Lepomis gi.bbosus
Notropis lutrensis
Lepomis microlophus
Notropis umbratilis
Notropis fumeus
Notropis stramineus
Lepisosteus platostomus
Etheostoma gracile
Ictiobus bubalus
Noturus gyrinus
Lepomis gulosus
Morone chrysops
Pomoxis annularis
Catostomus commersoni
Morone mississippiensis
Ictalurus natalis
Perca flavescens
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FIGuHE 8
FREOUSNCY OF OCCU3?2ENCS OF FISHES SAMPLED FP.OM l6 FI^ANKLIN COUNTY LAKES
(Number of Lakes Where Sampled)
Fish. 3r>ecies
Black crappie
Bluegill
3owfin
Buffaao spp^
Bullhead app,.
Carp
Channel catfish.
Gar spp,.
Gizzard shad
Green sunfish
Largemouth bass
Longaar sunfiah
Northern pike
Orangespotted
sunfish
Pumpkinseed
Eedear sunfish
V/arraouth
White bass
Whita crappie
Yellow bass
Yellow -odrch
IF
.J L,
8 10 12 1^
J ! 1 1 : 1 I >,
20 30
"TT-
16
I
oo 70 ^0 90 iFo
(Percentage of Occurrence)
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OF THE AREAS WILL BE MADE INTO A STATE
PARK COMPLETE WITH CAMPGROUND, FISHING
ONE BICYCLE PATHS. IN OTHER
MARINA, SAILBOAT FACILITY, PICNIC ARtAo,
or. i
^, ornirrq ThF I) S ArMY
AREAS THE STATE WILL MANAGE HUNTING FACILITIES
AND WILDLIFE REFUGES. E U. b R
^^^ll'^ll l DEVELOPING A 1^,000 ACRE TRACT OF LAND WHICH
WILL HAVE BOAT
^NVrArs^P.^Nir^ camping FACILITIES, MARINAS AND THREE SWIMMING BEACHES.
PUBLIC use AT THE SMALLER LAKES CENTERS
PRINCIPALLY AROUND F I SH I NG W I TH HUNT 1 NG
AND WATER SP0R;S BEING SIGNIFICANT ON
SOME. A k-H CAMP IS OPERATED AT WeST FRANKFORT
New Reservo I r .
roNSIDFRABLE PUBLIC USAGE IN THE FORM OF SPORT
FISHING HAS DEVELOPED BELOW THE
.J R?ln LAKE ^MLWATER FISHING IS QUITE POPULAR AT LARGE
IMPOUNDMENTS, WITH
^LrRsTATCHtNG-A iZ^^ OP P.SHES SUCH AS CRAPPIE, CHANNEL CATFISH, CARP AND
LARGEMOUTH BASS,
Arr.MS TO OTHER STREAMS AND BELOW THE PUBLIC
USE ARE* ON THE BiG MUDOY AT RENO
LAKE 's PptJlLrrPOM NEARBV COUNTV ROAOS. ACCESS
OVER PRIVATE PROPERTV ,S CO.TROUL
by the landowner.
Cottage and Homesite Development
LAKE BENTON AND WeST FrANKFORT NeW
RESERVOIR HAVE A NUMBER OF
HOMESITES ON THEIR SHORELINES.
Such development is not typical of the other
lakes in this report. At Rend Lake
owned land.
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PRESENT AND POTENTIAL USES OF SURFACE V/ATER
This section discusses some of the varied uses that are now being made of the
surface water and some of the possibilities for adding recreational areas.
F I s H
I
UQ (Sport ano Commercial )
Sport fishing license sales (resident^ nonres i dent_, 10-day and spECiAL)_, during
ThiE 10-YEA.R PERIOD BEGINNING IN 1 9^0^ INCREASED IN FRANKLIN CoUMTY AND THROUGHOUT
THE STATE (Fi G . 9)
•
With the completion of Rend Lake, the county now has what will probably become
A lake with a statewide, if not a national, reputation for good fishing. a POPULA-
TION of sport fishes including largemouth bass, bluegill and crappie is developing
THAT SHOULD DEVELOP GOOD SIZED INDIVIDUALS BY 1973~7'^- ^HE LAKE ALSO CONfAiriS BULLHEADS
and channel CATFISH WHICH WILL ADD TO THE ANGLERS CREEL. riORTHERN PIKE A'A6 PRESENT
BUT ARE NOT EXPECTED TO ADD MATERIALLY TO THE FISHERY, SINCE THEY ARE NOT EXPECTED TO
SPAWN SUCCESSFULLY.
A NUMBER OF MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY RESERVOIRS THAT ARE NO LONGER BEING USED FOR
THAT PURPOSE OFFER A MUCH BETTER POTENTIAL FOR FISHERIES MANAGEMENT. V/ATER LEVEL
DRAWDOWNS TO MANIPULATE THE FISH POPULATION, CONTROL OF AQUATIC VEGETATION WITH
HERBICIDES, OR COMPLETE REHABILITATION OF AN UNDESIRABLE FISH POPULATION, FOLLOWED
BY RESTOCKING WITH DESIRABLE GAME FISHES CAN NOW BE CARRIED OUT.
Sport fishing in streams has not been intense in the county. A moderate amount
HAS OCCURRED ON THE BiG MuDDY, THE Ml DOLE FoRK AND THE LiTTLE MUDDY. HoWEVER, A
SIGNIFICANT FISHERY IS EXPECTED TO DEVELOP IMMEDIATELY BELOW THE DAM ON ReND LaKE.
Additional sites for impoundments in Franklin County v^ere included in a report
BY THE Illinois State \7ater Survey (III. Dept. of Reg. & Education, 1962). Their
locations are given in Figure 11.
Site Number 1 on Ewing Creek could impound a lake v/ith 1,37^ surface acres, a
depth of 30 FEET AND A WATERSHED OF 21.5 SQUARE MILES.
On Bethel Church Creek a lake site (No. 2) exists that could create a lake of
300 acres with a depth of 20 FEET AND A DRAINAGE AREA OF 2.3 SQUARE MILES.
The THIRD SITE MENTIONED IN THE ABOVE REPORT (SlTE No . 3) COULD IMPOUND 120
acres of water, have a depth of l8 feet and a drainage area of 'j .0 square miles.
Two Fee fishing areas are located in the county. One is near Benton, the
OTHER NEAR RoYALTON. EaCH OFFERS A VARIETY OF FISHES INCLUDING LARGEMOUTH BASS,
bluegill and channel catfish.
Commercial species such as carp and buffalo do not exist in county streams in
POUNDAGES sufficient TO WARRANT COMMERCIAL FISHING. IT IS LIKELY, HOWEVER, THAT A
SIGNIFICANT COMMERCIAL FISHERY FOR CARP WILL DEVELOP IN ReND LakE.
An interest has developed in recent years in Southern Illinois in the propa-
gation AMD commercial PRODUCTION OF CHANNEL CATFISH. HOV/EVER, THE POTENTIAL FOR
CATFISH FARMING IS LIMITED DUE TO A SHORT GROWING SEASON, LACK OF ECONOMICAL WATER
SUPPLIES AND UNEXPLORED MARKETS FOR THE HIGHER PRICED DOMESTIC PRODUCT (LoPINOT
AND Fisher, 1969)'
Boat i nq
Since the Illinois Boat Registration and Safety Act went into effect in 1 90O
2,^r65 boats have BEEN REGISTERED IN THE COUNTY. ThE NUMBER WILL INCREASE SIGNIFICANTLY
AS Rend Lake usage accelerates.
Large horsepower boating is allowed on Rend Lake, Lake Benton and West Frankfort
New Reservoir. The other impoundments either have horsepower restrictions or are too
small for the safe use of such motors.
SaiLBOATING should BECOME POPULAR ON ReND LaKE SINCE THE LAKE IS RELATIVELY WIDE
in the lower part and will provide good breezes for such activity.
There are no good streams for canoeing in the county. Numerous log jams on the
Big Muddy and its forks impede canoeing to the point where the sport becomes work.
Sw I MM I NG
Swimming is allowed at Rend Lake and is expected to become a major water sports
ACTIVITY. Swimming is also permitted at Lake Benton_, Lake Moses and West Frankfort
New Reservoir. A public swimming pool is located in the West Frankfort City Park,
Farm ponds help meet the demand for that particular sport on a limited basis.
Park Attendance and Camping
Park attendance and camping are becoming increasingly more popular in Illinois
(Tables 6 and 7). The latter is considered to be the fastest growing activity at
STATE and federal RECREATIONAL AREAS (IlL. DePT. OF BUS . &. ECON. DEV., 19^5)'
The State of Illinois and U. S. Corps of Engineers will operate parks at Rend
Lake and such facilities as camping sites and picnicking areas will be included.
Both agencies realize that the establishment of campgrounds is an important part of
lake development. As more leisure time brings about a greater demand for recreation
opportunities, park attendance and camping will increase at the lake.
Hunting and Trapping
Hunting license sales for Franklin County and throughout the state during a
10-YEAR PERIOD BEGINNING IN 1 9^0 ARE SHOWN IN FiGURE 10. TaBLE 8 SHOWS THE SPECIES
and relative abundance of game populations in the county.
Nearly all of the upland hunting in Franklin County is on private land with
PERMISSION not TOO DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN. ThERE IS PUBLIC WATERFOWL HUNTING ON PART
OF Rend Lake. It is expected that hunting pressure will increase in the county as
PEOPLE come to the ReND LaKE AREA FOR RECREATION. SuCH AN INCREASE WILL PROBABLY
cause landowners to post more of the land and require permission before hunting.
The topography lends itself very well to game production, since many of the
FARMS have odd AREAS SUITABLE ONLY TO TIMBER, AREAS OF THIN SOIL, DITCHBANKS, BRUSHY
fence rows, pond AREAS, ODD CORNERS OF FIELDS, ETC. |F IT COULD BE DEMONSTRATED TO
LANDOWNERS THAT GAME HAS A MONETARY VALUE, THERE WOULD BE MORE INTEREST IN PRODUCING
A GAME CROP. At LEAST ONE CONTROLLED HUNTING AREA HAS BEEN OPERATING IN THE COUNTY
FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS AND IS CURRENTLY OPERATED ON A MEMBERSHIP BASIS ONLY. ThE LAN
of the county lends itself well to this type of operation and an increased populatio
v/ill probably support more of these areas.
Table 9 is a record of hunter success in the county and on a statewide basis.
The information was collected from mail questionnaires sent to hunting license holde
The data show that hunter success was better than the state average for quail and
raccoon and near the state average for the other species. There is good interspersi
of native food, nesting cover, and winter protection along with grain crops in
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St-P.'tpj P^.t^o and ConsBrvc'.'hi on Av?'S.s'
19^3 1972
13,222,701 23,B:',8,000
('Di-.'lsion of Parks an-i "-iemoriais)
TABLE 7
COMPA^ATT'^.n^ CAMPIN^'r HEPOPT
State Parks and Conservation Areas
1963 1972
3B3,.'.01 625,393
(Division of Parks and Memorials)
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RELATIVELY SMALL FIELDS. ThESE CONDITIONS ARE BENEFICIAL TO QUAIL, RABBITS, SONG-
BIRDS, DOVES, AND OTHER SMALL ANIMALS, ThE BOTTOMLAND AREAS ARE USED HEAVILY BY
migrating waterfowl and shorebirds, especially during spring and fall seasons having
heavy rainfall.
Removal of timber was the chief cause of extermination of the woodland species
SUCH AS deer, turkey, RUFFED GROUSE, WOLF, BEAR, AND BOBCAT. DeER HAVE SINCE BEEN
RESTOCKED AND ARE DOING WELL, INDICATING THAT THE INCREASE OF HUNTING PRESSURE WITH
NO GAME LAWS, AS WELL AS TIMBER DESTRUCTION, CONTRIBUTED TO THEIR EARLIER EXTERMINA-
TION. Beaver have been reintroduced and are well established. Quail have also
benefited by the advent of man.
Every person concerned with wildlife conservation should continually keep in \
MIND that habitat MANAGEMENT IS THE PRIMARY METHOD OF ATTAINING HIGH GAME POPULATIONS]
V/HILE it IS NOT POSSIBLE OR FEASIBLE TO HAVE HIGH POPULATIONS OF ALL GAME SPECIES, IT|
13 POSSIBLE, BY CAREFUL MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION TO HAVE ABUNDANT POPULATIONS OF
\
MOST OF THEM IN THEIR PARTICULAR TYPE OF HABITAT (ILL. DEPT. OF CONSV., 196/). 'i
It HAS BEEN PREDICTED THAT THE AMOUNT OF CROPLAND WILL DECREASE 1^,000 ACRES BY 1
1975 that pasture land will decrease slightly (coop, extension service, u. of i ll,
1962). This should not affect game populations adversely if attention is given to
THE needs of wildlife (111. Dept. of Consv., 19^7)'
Aesthet I CS
Aesthetics are an important element of water use. The addition of Rend Lake to i
the other waters of the county adds materially to water related aesthetic values.
The quietness of a sailboat ride, a sunrise mirrored in water, a flock of geese overu
THE chorus of FROGS ON A SPRING NIGHT ALL EMPHASIZE THE FACT THAT THERE ARE AESTHETIC,;
values THAT CANNOT BE MEASURED IN DOLLARS AND CENTS, ACRE FEET OF WATER, OR MAN DAYS
USE PER YEAR. THOUGH THEY ARE INTANGIBLE, SUCH VALUES CAN BE VERY REWARDING TO THE
INDIVIDUAL WHO APPRECIATES THEM.
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TABLE 8
PRilSEOT GAI-S POPUMTIONS 0? F?„\!TKLIN COITnT
Cottontail Rabbit
Fox Squirrel
Grey Squirrel
V^hite-tailed Deer
Woodchuck
P'jrh'i^jrera
Raccoon
Mink
Sloink
'•Jeasel
I-fuskrat
Beaver
Opossum
Red Fox
Grey Fox
Coyote
Game Birds
Quail
Mourrdn? Dove
Abundance
Abundant
Conunon
Abundant
Common
Common
Abundant
Common
Abundant
Low
Abundant
Common
Abundant
Common
Common
Rare
Abundant
Abundant
(III. Dept. of Consv.^ 19^7)
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TABLE 9
AVERAGE KILL PER HUOT
Dove
Franklin County 3.8
State-Wide
1956-1963 3.52
(III. Dept. of Consv._, 19^7)
Squirrel Quail
2.03 3.59
2.38 2.89
Rabbit Raccoon
2.06 2.29
2.06 1.5
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SURFACE WATER PROBLEMS
Stream pollution is the most important problem affecting surface waters. It
EXISTS most notably IN THE FORM OF SILTATION, RESULTING FROM SOIL EROSION^ AND ACID
mine v/aste, fluctuating water levels are also discussed in this section.
pollut i on
Very little pollution from siltation occurs in the forested areas of the county
OR from LAND THAT IS UTILIZED AS PASTURE. HoWEVER^ WHERE ROW CROPS PREDOMINATE^
siltation INVARIABLY OCCURS. WhEN SILT REACHES A STREAM, IT IS CONSIDERED A FORM
OF WATER POLLUTION. EXCESSIVE SILTATION RANKS FIRST AMONG THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE EXTIRPATION OR DECIMATION OF FISH SPECIES IN ILLINOIS (SmiTH_,
197''). Part of the silt washed into a stream settles to the bottom as sediment.
Sediment affects the capacity of a stream to produce aquatic organisms vital to
biological balance and fish life and can destroy spawning sites. Turbid water caused
BY silt remaining IN SUSPENSION CAN BRING ABOUT DISAPPEARANCE OF AQUATIC VEGETATION.
Such alterations in a stream habitat tend to favor the buildup of rough or commercial
fishes at the expense of game fishes.
Pond Creek and Ewing Creek are polluted with acid waste from coal mines. Water
DRAINING FROM BITUMINOUS COAL MINES NEARLY ALWAYS CONTAIN SULFURIC ACID. Th I S ACID
IS FORMED BY THE OXIDATION OF THE SULFUR OCCURRING IN THE COAL AND IN THE ROCK AND
CLAY FOUND ABOVE AND BELOW THE COAL SEAMS. In THE PRESENCE OF WATER AND UNDER THE
influence of oxygen in the air of the mine, the sulfur is oxidized and, still combined
with iron, dissolves in the water as "copperas", more properly called ferrous sulfate,
Flowing from the mine, the ferrous sulfate is oxidized to ferric sulfate. The iron,
AFTER this OXIDATION, HAS A WEAKENED AFFINITY FOR SULFURIC ACID AND IS PARTIALLY
separated as a BROWNISH-YELLOW SEDIMENT FREQUENTLY CALLED "yELLOW BOY." SULFURIC
ACID, ACCOMPANIED BY SOME IRON, REMAINS IN THE WATER. WhEN SULFURIC ACID IS DIS-
CHARGED INTO A STREAM IN QUANTITIES SUFFICIENT TO RENDER THE WATER DISTINCTLY ACIDIC,
FISH ARE UNABLE TO LIVE, SINCE THROUGH DAMAGING OF THEIR GILLS, THEY ARE UNABLE TO
SEPARATE OXYGEN FROM THE WATER AND DIE OF SUFFOCATION (KLASSEN, 1 9^5 )
•
The State of Illinois Sanitary Water Board has worked with the coal industry to
ENCOURAGE EFFECTIVE CONTROL. ThE SuRFACED-Mi NED LAND RECLAMATION ACT WAS SET UP TO
IMPROVE CONDITIONS AT WORKING MINES AND ALSO AFTER THEY ARE ABANDONED. MaNY OF THE
ACTIVE MINE COMPANIES HAVE IMPROVED THEIR OPERATING PROCEDURES AND DRAINAGE PROBLEMS
TO REDUCE ACID MINE WATER. In THE AREAS OF OLD ABANDONED WORKINGS, WHICH CONTINUE
TO PRODUCE ACID, IT HAS BEEN MORE DIFFICULT TO EFFECT IMPROVEMENTS. It WILL TAKE
THE FULL COOPERATION OF ALL ELEMENTS OF THE ECONOMY OF THE AREA TO BRING ABOUT IM-
PROVEMENTS (Klassen, 19^5)* Satisfactory solutions to problems of acid mine wastes
and their application would have far reaching effects in recovering many miles of
streams not only in this state but in many others as well.
Domestic sewage and organic wastes can pollute surface waters by adding nutrient
enrichment, v/hich can cause nuisance algae and aquatic weed problems, and by adding
materials that reduce dissolved oxygen in water during the process of decay. such
problems are greater near metropolitan areas and have not been serious enough in
Franklin County to cause heavy fish kills in streams or large lakes. Pond fish kills
DUE to feed or BARN LOT DRAINAGE ARE NOT UNCOMMON, HOWEVER.
An UPGRADING OF WASTE TREATMENT FACILITIES WILL BE NEEDED AS POPULATION DENSITIES
INCREASE. Recent awareness of the public to pollution problems and new and tougher
POLLUTION control LAWS SHOULD HAVE A PROFOUND EFFECT IN MINIMIZING OR ELIMINATING
these PROBLEMS.
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There are hundreds of chemicals^ of which pesticides are a part, that pose
A NEVy ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PROBLEM NOT ONLY TO LOWER ANIMALS BUT ALSO TO MAN, It
IS IMPOSSIBLE TO PREDICT THE EFFECTS OF LIFETIME EXPOSURE TO CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL
AGENTS THAT ARE NOT A PART OF THE BIOLOGICAL EXPERIENCE OF MAN. D.D.T., FOR INSTANCE
IS TOXIC TO FISH AND HAS BEEN LINKED TO STERILITY IN BIRDS; THERE IS ALSO EVIDENCE
THAT IT CAN BE DETRIMENTAL TO THE HEALTH OF MAN (CaRSON, 19^2).
I
Fluctuating Water Levels
V/ATER loss due TO evaporation usually occurs IN IMPOUNDMENTS IN LATE SUMMER.
V/l TH RESPECT TO USABILITY OF WATERS FOR RECREATIONAL PURPOSES_, SUCH LOSSES ARE NOT
PARTICULARLY SIGNIFICANT. SoME OF THE SMALLER STREAMS LOSE THEIR FLOW AND CONTAIN
ONLY POOLS DURING EXTENDED PERIODS OF NO RAINFALL, BUT THERE IS LITTLE RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITY ON THOSE STRETCHES OF STREAMS EVEN IN HIGH WATER, SO THE LOSS FROM THAT
STANDPOiriT IS FOR PRACTICAL PURPOSES IMMATERIAL,
High water levels in streams can pose a fisheries management problem for ADJACE^
PONDS AND LAKES BY ALLOWING THE ENTRANCE OF UNDESIRABLE FISHES. ThE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH CONTAMINATION SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION BY ANYONE INTERESTED IN CREATE
FISHING OR FISH REARING WATERS IN AREAS WHERE FLOODING MAY OCCUR.
THE FUTURE 1
If Franklin County is to have quality water oriented recreation in the future,
wise management of existing resources and the addition of new ones will be important
particularly as the population begins to increase. with greater numbers of people,
faster highways and more leisure time, usage will multiply and with it will come
sharper conflicts of interest. but as long as successive generations regard outdoor
recreation and associated aesthetics as being important to the basic welfare of man--
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GLOSSARY
ACRE FOOT - An area of one acre covered to a depth of one foot. One acre foot is
43_,56o cubic feet or 325^85'' gallons of water.
AESTHETICS - The overall scenic attraction of a lake setting; natural beauty of
shores and waters, or any unusual natural phenomena; the appeal of its wildlife
AND aquatic plants.
ALGAE BLOOM - A bloom of algae (microscopic plants) may be so dense that it imparts
A GREENISH, YELLOWISH OR BROWNISH COLOR TO THE WATER.
ALKvALI Mi TY - Ordinarily expressed as a pH above 7- Most water in the alkaline class
HAS A RANGE FROM PH 1.6 TO 10.0. ALKALINITY MAY BE EXPRESSED AS THE AMOUNTS OF
CARBONATES, B I CARBON ATES, AND HYDROXIDES PRESENT IN THE WATER.
ALLUV I UM - The sediments, or detrital matter, carried by inflow ing streams and de-
posited OiM lake bottoms.
ANT I CLI iME - An arch of stratified rock in which layers bend downward in opposite
directions from the crest.
AQUATIC PLANTS - Plants whose seeds germinate in the water or in the lake bottom
soil; those that grow in water and are commonly grouped as floating, submersed
and emersed.
AQU I PER - Any geological formation containing water, especially one which supplies
THE water for WELLS AND SPRINGS.
ARTIFICIAL IMPOUNDMENT - Basins purposely excavated by man and filled with water by
catchment from RUNOFF, BY PUMPING OR BY DIVERSION OF NATURAL WATER BODIES.
BASE FLOW - Flow in a stream when no runoff or precipitation is taking place.
BOD - The abbreviation for biochemical oxygen demand which is a measure of the
amount of water soluble OXYGEN REQUIRED BY MICROSCOPIC ORGANISMS TO DECOMPOSE
A GIVEN AMOUNT OF ORGANIC MATERIAL IN A SPECIFIC AMOUNT OF TIME.
COD - Abbreviation for chemical oxygen demand which is a measure of the chemically
OXIDIZABLE organic MATTER IN A GIVEN SAMPLE OF WATER. ThE RATIO BETWEEN THE
BOD AND COD IS AN INDICATION OF THE RELATIVE PROPORTION OF BIOLOGICALLY
AVAILABLE ORGANIC MATTER IN A GIVEN SAMPLE.
CARRYING CAPACITY - The maximum number (or weight) of organisms of a given species
AND QUALITY WHICH CAN SURVIVE IN A GIVEN ECOSYSTEM THROUGH THE LEAST FAVORABLE
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS THAT OCCUR WITHIN A STATED INTERVAL OF TIME.
CQi-'MERCIAL FISH - Fish that are caught by special tackle and sold.
CREEL CEfjSUS - Information obtained from anglers on their fishing success. A
CREEL CENSUS CAN GIVE INFORMATION ON FISHING PRESSURE, FISHING QUALITY, THE
TOTAL NUMBER AND WEIGHT OF FISH BEING HARVESTED, AND THE KIND AND SIZE OF
FISH BEING CAUGHT.
DERELI CT LANDS - Those quarries, gravel pits and strip mines which have been
ABANDONED OR ARE DEPLETED.
DO - An abbreviation for dissolved oxygen which is oxygen available in water -for the
SURVIVAL OF FISH AND OTHER ORGANISMS.
DRAINAGE BASIN OR AREA - That part of a land area over which runoff water drains to
A common point. See Watershed .
ECOLOGi GAL - Pertaining to the interrelationship of living things and their envi-
ronment.
ECOSYSTEM - A community of organisms, interacting with one another, plus the envi-
ronment IN which they live and with which they also interact; e.g. a pond,
LAKE OR stream.
EPHEMERAL - Lasting a very short time; short-lived; as applied to water areas -
SHORT-LIVED LAKES AND PONDS.
EPI LI MNI ON - In a thermally stratified lake, the turbulent layer of water that
EXTENDS FROM THE SURFACE TO THE THERMOCLINE.
ESKER - A SERPENTINE RIDGE OF GRAVELLY AND SANDY DRIFT BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN FORMED
BY STREAMS UNDER OR IN GLACIAL ICE.
EUTROPHI CAT! ON - Enrichment of the water or lake soil. Increase in nutrients re-
quired FOR growth of organisms MAY COME ABOUT BY NATURAL PROCESSES OR RAPID
enrichment MAY TAKE PLACE DUE TO SOME CAUSE SUCH AS THE INTRODUCTION OF SEWAGE
EFFLUENT. EUTROPHIC LAKES ARE WELL PROVIDED WITH BASIC NUTRIENTS.
EVAPQTRANSPI RATI ON - The combined losses from a lake surface due to evaporation,
SUBLIMATION, AND TRANSPIRATION FROM PLANT LIFE.
FLATS - Water with slight to moderate current and with an unbroken surface but less
DEPTH than pools.
FLOODPLA I
N
- That part of a lake or stream basin lying between the shoreline and
the shore cliff and subject to submergence during a high water stage.
FLUVIAL - Pertaining to streams and rivers.
FORAGE FISH - All small size fish used as food by larger fish.
GLACIAL DRIFT - Material of any sort deposited in one place by glacial action after
having been moved from another location.
GLACIAL LAKE - A lake formed as a result of glacial action.
GLACIAL OUTV/ASH - Deposits made of materials produced by glaciers and carried, sorteI
AND deposited BY WATER THAT ORIGINATED MAINLY FROM THE MELTING GLACIAL ICE. ThI
1
GLACIAL PLAINS - Glacial material that has been sorted or stratified by the melt-
water OF A glacier and IS CARRIED AND DEPOSITED MAINLY AS BEDS OF CLAY, SAND.
AND GRAVEL TO FORM PLAINS.
GLACIAL Tl LL - A deposit of unstratified earth, sand, gravel, and boulders trans-
ported by GLAC I ers.
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G03-PILE - ThcI refuse area from a coal processing plant consisting of v/aste coal
BY-PRODUCTS^ ROCK MATERIAL AND SOIL.
GRAD i ENT - The inclination from the horizontal of the lake bottom beginning at the
SHORELINE, ThE SLOPE OF A STREAM OVER A GIVEN DISTANCE.
GRAVEL PI T - Lakes or ponds formed by the excavation of gravel.
GROUNOV/ATER TABLE - The upper limit of the part of the soil or underlying material
WHOLLY saturated WITH WATER.
HARDNESS (Water) - That quality in water which is imparted by the presence of
dissolved salts; especially calcium sulfate or bicarbonate.
HOMOGENEOUS - Composed of parts all of the same kind.
HYPOLI MN I ON - In a thermally stratified lake^ the layer of water below the thermocline
and extending to the bottom of the lake. The water temperature is virtually
UN ! FORM.
I MPOUNDMENT - A body of water ponded or held back by a dam_, dike, floodgate,, or
ANY OTHER BARRIER.
I NTERM I TTENT STREAM - A stream having water only part of the time,
KAME - A more or less rounded hill of sand and gravel associated with glacial
deposits.
LACUSTRI NE DEPPS I
T
- Materials deposited from lake water.
LAKE - A large body of water surrounded by land. The Illinois Department of
Conservation classifies all impoundments six surface acres or larger as lakes.
LITTORAL ZONE - A narrow zone including both land and water immediately bordering
THE shoreline OF A WATER AREA.
LOAM - A rich friable soil containing a relatively equal mixture of sand and silt
AND A somewhat SMALLER PORTION OF CLAY.
LOESS - An unstratified deposit of yellowish-brown loam covering areas in North
America, Europe, and Asia, now generally thought to be chiefly a v/ind-borne
DEPOS I T.
MARSH - An area where water stands the year-round and is usually abounding in
WATER WEEDS, CATTAIL, BULRUSHES, AND OTHER EMERSED VEGETATION.
MGD - An ABBREVIATION FOR MILLION GALLONS PER DAY.
MORA I NE - A RIDGE, MOUND, OR IRREGULAR MASS OF BOULDERS, GRAVEL, SAND, AND CLAY
DEPOSITED BY A GLACIER.
MORPHOMETRY - Measurements such as depth, length, width, volume, shoreline, and
BOTTOM gradients OF A WATER AREA.
NATURAL LAKE - Any large impounded water area not formed by an act of man.
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NURSERY STREAM - A tributary stream used by small fish for protection and feeding
UNTIL they reach MATURITY.
OXBOW LAKE - A lake occupying the abandoned channel of a looping meander of a
river.
PARAMETER - A constant or variable term in a function that determines the specific
form of the function but not its general nature.
PERMEABLE SOI IS - Soils capable of allowing the passage of water. A porous soil.
pH - The symbol for the logarithm of the reciprocal of hydrogen ion concentration
IN gram atoms per liter. A pH of less than 7-0 is acid_, a pH of 7 neutral and
more than 7-0 IS alkaline. pH indicates the acidity or alkalinity of a material
PHOTOS YNTHES I
S
- The process by which green plants use sunlight, carbon dioxide,
AND WATER TO PRODUCE CARBOHYDRATES AND OXYGEN.
PHYSI OGRAPHY - The science of physical geography. A study of the features and
NATURE OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE.
PLANKTON - A term for an assemblage of micro-organisms, both plant and animal,
WHICH FLOAT, DRIFT, OR SWIM IN THE WATER AND IN THEIR MOVEMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO
WAVE AND CURRENT ACTION.
POLLUTI ON - The presence of any foreign substance in water which tends to degrade
ITS QUALITY SO AS TO CONSTITUTE A HAZARD OR IMPAIR THE USEFULNESS OF THE WATER.
POND - A SMALL BODY OF WATER SURROUNDED BY LAND. ThE ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF
Conservation classifies all impoundments less than six surface acres as ponds.
POOLS - Deeper portions of a stream usually with a smooth surface and slow flow.
PPM - Abbreviation for parts per million in terms of units of weight. Used to
report the availability or presence of salts, nutrients, gases and toxic
mater I al , in water .
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY - The rate at which energy is stored by photos yntheti c and
chemo-s ynthet I c activity of producer organisms (green plants) in the form of
ORGANIC substances WHICH CAN BE USED AS FOOD MATERIALS.
REI-IABI LI TAT I ON - To restore to a good condition. In the case of undesirable fish
POPULATIONS, the POPULATION IS REMOVED IN WHOLE OR PART IN ORDER TO RESTORE IT
TO A GOOD CONDITION,
RELI EF - A CONTOUR variation of the land surface in RELATION TO THE SURROUNDING
LAND.
Rl FFLES - Shallovi/ but rapid current over gravel or rubble.
ROTENONE - A plant alkaloid and is the active ingredient in Derris powder. Cube,
Barbasco, Akar Tuba, and also in the currently available fish toxicants for use
IN K
I
LLI NG FI SH.
RUNS - Moderate to rapid current flowing in a deeper narrower channel than a riffle
BUT THE CUR-RENT IS NOT AS TURBULENT AS IN A RAPID.
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I
SECCHI DISC - A CIRCULAR plate 20 centimeters in diameter the upper surface of
WHICrl IS divided INTO FOUR EQUAL QUADRANTS AND SO POINTED THAT TWO QUADRANTS
DIRECTLY OPPOSITE EACH OTHER ARE BLACK AND THE INTERVENING ONES WHITE. ThE
INSTRUMENT IS USED TO MEASURE LIGHT PENETRATION IN WATER.
SILTATION - The filling of water areas by sediments carried in by inflowing surface
WATER
.
SPORT FISH - Any fish that is sought after by anglers using a pole and line.
STRATI GRAPHY - A branch of geology dealing with the class i f i cati on_, nomenclature^
correlat I on. and interpretation of stratified rocks.
STRIPMIME LAKE OR PCND - Water impoundments resulting from coal mining operations
NEAR the surface OF THE GROUND,
SU35TRATE - The bottom deposits of a lake or stream on which organisms may grow.
SYMCLl NE - Sloping downward in opposite directions so as to meet in a common point
or line, a downward fold of rock strata.
TA I LV/ATER - The portion of a stream immediately below a dam.
TERM! NAL MORA I NE - A ridge of glacial till marking the farthest advance of a
particular glacier.
THERMAL STRATIFICATION - Differences in water temperature from the surface to the
bottom in which distinct layers caused by temperature gradients and resulting
changes in water density.
THERMQCLI NE - The stratum of water in which there is a rapid rate of decrease in
temperature with depth; a minimum of one degree Centigrade per meter of depth.
The thermocline is located immediately below the epilimnion.
TOPOGRAPHY - The detailed mapping or charting of the features of a relatively small
AREA^ district,, OR LOCALITY. ThE RELIEF FEATURES OR SURFACE CONFIGURATION OF
AN AREA.
TUR3I PI TY - The degree of opaqueness of water due to the amount of fine matter in
SUSPENS I on
.
WATERSHED - The whole surface drainage area that contributes water to a stream or
I mpoundment.
WETLANDS - Land features that are permanently wet or intermittently water covered
SUCH AS SWAMPS^ MARSHES^ BOGS^ MUSKEGS^ POTHOLES^ SWALES^ GLADES^ SLASHES, AND
OVERFLOW LAND OF RIVER VALLEYS.
V/l NTERKI LL - Partial or complete loss of fish and animal life of a water area due
TO the formation of a complete ice cover causing OXYGEN DEPLETION FROM WATER
STAGNATION.



